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https://www.flickr.com/photos/usfwsnortheast/5277661365/in/photolist-93noRt-ecU2hs-ecNnNR-ecNnnF-bhwYRT-atqWGv-dXm6ms-dXm9db-dXm8Vs-fJ7Aha-cV3T6-mz1VNg-neWcLg-ncTMNJ-e7qoYL-cV3T8-dFrDXA-92qWcg-djfp48-eb7QpN-4zxu4m-ZRUGt-97xaNJ-97u5Nz-atqWpM-attB1N-atqWEr-attBhs-attBcu-bhwYUZ-72GHj4-nq26RN-5oeMt8-5oj4cu-5oeNvB-atr7B2-e9PLsz-bhwYNV-nqiHC8-nhVVvb-8TqBmh-bhwYWX-bhwYMx-ayAVxD-bhwYBc-bhwYG4-bhwYzp-nbxd3K-ayDAFG-bhwYJZ
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dannykboyd/5513246861/in/photolist-9pbQdn-5MffxX-65LVT7-egxpgA-77Sszo-dNnuJz-4T1gU8-4VhC3E-efdhsm-9UDj6S-4VdoHx-4VdoFc-5bELq6-mw8S3M-4FMNqc-mGQN4k-6SUoPN-5hVy5N-a8hujF-64ZQJg-2C6Ls7-ecRVYC-ifn4qa-4FMNkz-62HrZx-4FRYbS-aSYGq-dMxvhX-rKZcB-b64KK-aRqg9P-bEx5zq-e6ia2L-8gAkjt-4FRY7h-9S51Jx-8gDDn5-6xLXtE-duijPK-iYNJ3j-ntmH4s-3KmduU-ax2FEq-fP2hkD-4FRY97-8yRzg-Dz2yM-qse6b-e3iKm5-arui9v
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dannykboyd/5513246861/in/photolist-9pbQdn-5MffxX-65LVT7-egxpgA-77Sszo-dNnuJz-4T1gU8-4VhC3E-efdhsm-9UDj6S-4VdoHx-4VdoFc-5bELq6-mw8S3M-4FMNqc-mGQN4k-6SUoPN-5hVy5N-a8hujF-64ZQJg-2C6Ls7-ecRVYC-ifn4qa-4FMNkz-62HrZx-4FRYbS-aSYGq-dMxvhX-rKZcB-b64KK-aRqg9P-bEx5zq-e6ia2L-8gAkjt-4FRY7h-9S51Jx-8gDDn5-6xLXtE-duijPK-iYNJ3j-ntmH4s-3KmduU-ax2FEq-fP2hkD-4FRY97-8yRzg-Dz2yM-qse6b-e3iKm5-arui9v
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dobak/677709272/in/photolist-22TrmC-btFckM-951Zp2-69SXSZ-ctAXG-22TrnA-cYyJwo-cYyMq9-bCe7Qu-bR8PR2-bCe7DG-bR8PEc-bCe8ay-bR8NwR-dQbx6Q-dQbuw7-dQbvJs-dQ5TmK-k2zfa4-eLZADa-7TkDpt-8vxtKp-aAyFKT-8Xxtxq-dAGg9o-dAAN1K-dAGgro-dAGiEC-dAAQvP-dAARfi-diX29r-cYyUCu-baYkBx-7PwiRP-4sD8EY-avGmDa-kct6ng-b48pzz-hSzLec-9riouX-4sD8HA-dJLNwJ-bPVePK-5LPy9L-4sD8Cs-7S67Vr-b48p4p-7fUBap-kctci2-mGUWY7
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dobak/677709272/in/photolist-22TrmC-btFckM-951Zp2-69SXSZ-ctAXG-22TrnA-cYyJwo-cYyMq9-bCe7Qu-bR8PR2-bCe7DG-bR8PEc-bCe8ay-bR8NwR-dQbx6Q-dQbuw7-dQbvJs-dQ5TmK-k2zfa4-eLZADa-7TkDpt-8vxtKp-aAyFKT-8Xxtxq-dAGg9o-dAAN1K-dAGgro-dAGiEC-dAAQvP-dAARfi-diX29r-cYyUCu-baYkBx-7PwiRP-4sD8EY-avGmDa-kct6ng-b48pzz-hSzLec-9riouX-4sD8HA-dJLNwJ-bPVePK-5LPy9L-4sD8Cs-7S67Vr-b48p4p-7fUBap-kctci2-mGUWY7
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usfwssoutheast/5328211798/in/photolist-97QtJE-e4Uj7e-bNjhcK-bzpBYh-m9N5gt-bNjh5Z-bNjh8X-m9MhSz-bAVBTZ-bo1L6d-bo1L7N-dG43yk-dfMZxs-8Qp1X8-nvV23j-dtPmCS-bAVBY2-mTWuBu-bFnuee-dnteoV-8zjeRD-8zkWxG-8Qs7WL-bpubjT-8zkVSb-8zhMu2-ngt1UF-8znp2C-8znoym-8zjfoe-k5VX3N-8zjeHg-8znnTj-k5TsGe-k5VZao-k5U8GB-dtHPJ4-ckqV3L-bFnuaH-9AtzPt-cmUtNy-cmUrDU-dtA8tU-dtuAqP-dtuAtn-dtuAyi-dtuAzX-m9N6vn-8Z9x3e-8VGrgQ
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usfwssoutheast/5328211798/in/photolist-97QtJE-e4Uj7e-bNjhcK-bzpBYh-m9N5gt-bNjh5Z-bNjh8X-m9MhSz-bAVBTZ-bo1L6d-bo1L7N-dG43yk-dfMZxs-8Qp1X8-nvV23j-dtPmCS-bAVBY2-mTWuBu-bFnuee-dnteoV-8zjeRD-8zkWxG-8Qs7WL-bpubjT-8zkVSb-8zhMu2-ngt1UF-8znp2C-8znoym-8zjfoe-k5VX3N-8zjeHg-8znnTj-k5TsGe-k5VZao-k5U8GB-dtHPJ4-ckqV3L-bFnuaH-9AtzPt-cmUtNy-cmUrDU-dtA8tU-dtuAqP-dtuAtn-dtuAyi-dtuAzX-m9N6vn-8Z9x3e-8VGrgQ
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dendroica/6819034249/in/photolist-bozkj2-nqAKqv-7Tk1Ug-dRKyhK-bkWZxK-ncTN1N-bozkqc-bozkn4-4g4889-eaqufH-9cJE9j-ebt7eX-eaqu18-bozkdT-8Q4G1h-bozkaX-9ESwi9-dcUZpY-9UDRCZ-dSjGvw-6c91mh-6oM3ex-6oM2nP-6c4Sda-6eDAhf-bKZSyc-ejKu9J-bDvSsh-ngmE8t-ngmEtP-neE5dt-ngGLBa-ngmCEi-nej3Cz-neiVzM
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dendroica/6819034249/in/photolist-bozkj2-nqAKqv-7Tk1Ug-dRKyhK-bkWZxK-ncTN1N-bozkqc-bozkn4-4g4889-eaqufH-9cJE9j-ebt7eX-eaqu18-bozkdT-8Q4G1h-bozkaX-9ESwi9-dcUZpY-9UDRCZ-dSjGvw-6c91mh-6oM3ex-6oM2nP-6c4Sda-6eDAhf-bKZSyc-ejKu9J-bDvSsh-ngmE8t-ngmEtP-neE5dt-ngGLBa-ngmCEi-nej3Cz-neiVzM
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/6551564351/in/photolist-aYWvTg-aYWuyc-aYWtQ4-aYWwDX
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/6551564351/in/photolist-aYWvTg-aYWuyc-aYWtQ4-aYWwDX
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/6862986814/in/photolist-bFnuee-bssASS-bFnuaH
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/6862986814/in/photolist-bFnuee-bssASS-bFnuaH
https://www.flickr.com/photos/seabamirum/6890803648/in/photolist-9YmZZa-5XeGT8-3CJozG-5ZNWjt-a9H9eA-aJdHbB-dT5o2e-b3auS2-F7gq4-cuW5dA-e9oUok-dP9yf2-4BX222-9shb9c-buVaRs-4ECVJ4-4podG6-9CYQLD-9CYQMz-b3aw9a-bwNGgq-efRXcd-4GUW2s-9CYQND-f6PyW8-bkZPXn-bkZPDp-p4Rom-bD1uZP-dugSto-4cXPbN-gThv5G-btJpTc-btJr6M-btJqv8-82dZsn-4ECVW2-grcT3y-fnroWv-btQeZo-4EHbY7-8DysQA-fnFBYj-4GQKpX-fiWqCQ-fnFCF5-8TmQKt-8TmRci-9CYQL4-a8QjwN/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/seabamirum/6890803648/in/photolist-9YmZZa-5XeGT8-3CJozG-5ZNWjt-a9H9eA-aJdHbB-dT5o2e-b3auS2-F7gq4-cuW5dA-e9oUok-dP9yf2-4BX222-9shb9c-buVaRs-4ECVJ4-4podG6-9CYQLD-9CYQMz-b3aw9a-bwNGgq-efRXcd-4GUW2s-9CYQND-f6PyW8-bkZPXn-bkZPDp-p4Rom-bD1uZP-dugSto-4cXPbN-gThv5G-btJpTc-btJr6M-btJqv8-82dZsn-4ECVW2-grcT3y-fnroWv-btQeZo-4EHbY7-8DysQA-fnFBYj-4GQKpX-fiWqCQ-fnFCF5-8TmQKt-8TmRci-9CYQL4-a8QjwN/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rarvesen/8451611982/in/photolist-dSQHMY-dSK9pg-bUkPCp-5kzhTZ-bPPsAK-9xpk6C-5DeBWY-xJbZs-dLo7YK-dLtJ9w-6jRrh7-dLtJzj-dLobhP-dLtK21-9C5cJ4-5DeC5J-5DeCgL-7gyeDK-dLtEkL-dLo9jB-f4qfxC-aeHABR-9C88Um-9C88Yb-9C88TU-bAUPiL-bPPsEP-bAUPpC-bPPswP-bt4efG-ejDw8W-dLobSe-dLoa9v-dLob6R-8GEDPi-dLtDE9-egwFNA-dLoc5r-ejDvm9-dLo9vM-dLobuF-dLtGkS-dLtH8W-ejDuWy-fd1vq3-dAjutJ-7HD4Q4-9mh6ai-dK8jB4-9mkayN
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rarvesen/8451611982/in/photolist-dSQHMY-dSK9pg-bUkPCp-5kzhTZ-bPPsAK-9xpk6C-5DeBWY-xJbZs-dLo7YK-dLtJ9w-6jRrh7-dLtJzj-dLobhP-dLtK21-9C5cJ4-5DeC5J-5DeCgL-7gyeDK-dLtEkL-dLo9jB-f4qfxC-aeHABR-9C88Um-9C88Yb-9C88TU-bAUPiL-bPPsEP-bAUPpC-bPPswP-bt4efG-ejDw8W-dLobSe-dLoa9v-dLob6R-8GEDPi-dLtDE9-egwFNA-dLoc5r-ejDvm9-dLo9vM-dLobuF-dLtGkS-dLtH8W-ejDuWy-fd1vq3-dAjutJ-7HD4Q4-9mh6ai-dK8jB4-9mkayN
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dvids/5664249483/in/photolist-3zVRai-eLx8E3-9BXuJV-fE2uuv-9zGE8E-ehaVyE-8zkWGd-9CwL2R-fyjzCB-9thZ1t-ad9LgP-eWL2e4-hFUbnx-bbo92n-2MPN3z-auRfwy-enwz7w-enwRyC-8znv5f-7T86mU-6U3r4x-9tkWR3-9tkWFE-enwxho-enwCvj-enwtxJ-enwRxf-enxmU7-enwFV1-enwDDU-enxjkU-enwLf9-bM99jZ-6GxCQX-8yZpfi-7ghFMu-kZxVQ-3DKvFt-d1pEsU-d1pE9S-igd61Y-e6R41U-6TQPk4-aeoBnm-3zPT1H-517qku-2BYZUj-6TvaYo-9Aho7S-e6Kp96
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dvids/5664249483/in/photolist-3zVRai-eLx8E3-9BXuJV-fE2uuv-9zGE8E-ehaVyE-8zkWGd-9CwL2R-fyjzCB-9thZ1t-ad9LgP-eWL2e4-hFUbnx-bbo92n-2MPN3z-auRfwy-enwz7w-enwRyC-8znv5f-7T86mU-6U3r4x-9tkWR3-9tkWFE-enwxho-enwCvj-enwtxJ-enwRxf-enxmU7-enwFV1-enwDDU-enxjkU-enwLf9-bM99jZ-6GxCQX-8yZpfi-7ghFMu-kZxVQ-3DKvFt-d1pEsU-d1pE9S-igd61Y-e6R41U-6TQPk4-aeoBnm-3zPT1H-517qku-2BYZUj-6TvaYo-9Aho7S-e6Kp96
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dvids/5664249483/in/photolist-3zVRai-eLx8E3-9BXuJV-fE2uuv-9zGE8E-ehaVyE-8zkWGd-9CwL2R-fyjzCB-9thZ1t-ad9LgP-eWL2e4-hFUbnx-bbo92n-2MPN3z-auRfwy-enwz7w-enwRyC-8znv5f-7T86mU-6U3r4x-9tkWR3-9tkWFE-enwxho-enwCvj-enwtxJ-enwRxf-enxmU7-enwFV1-enwDDU-enxjkU-enwLf9-bM99jZ-6GxCQX-8yZpfi-7ghFMu-kZxVQ-3DKvFt-d1pEsU-d1pE9S-igd61Y-e6R41U-6TQPk4-aeoBnm-3zPT1H-517qku-2BYZUj-6TvaYo-9Aho7S-e6Kp96
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dvids/5664249483/in/photolist-3zVRai-eLx8E3-9BXuJV-fE2uuv-9zGE8E-ehaVyE-8zkWGd-9CwL2R-fyjzCB-9thZ1t-ad9LgP-eWL2e4-hFUbnx-bbo92n-2MPN3z-auRfwy-enwz7w-enwRyC-8znv5f-7T86mU-6U3r4x-9tkWR3-9tkWFE-enwxho-enwCvj-enwtxJ-enwRxf-enxmU7-enwFV1-enwDDU-enxjkU-enwLf9-bM99jZ-6GxCQX-8yZpfi-7ghFMu-kZxVQ-3DKvFt-d1pEsU-d1pE9S-igd61Y-e6R41U-6TQPk4-aeoBnm-3zPT1H-517qku-2BYZUj-6TvaYo-9Aho7S-e6Kp96


Section III continued
p. 33 CP33 native grass buffer - Reggie Thackston, Georgia Dept. of Natural Reosurces

p. 34 Taylor & Murray Moore on CRP land, Obion River, TN - USDA; Map of longleaf significant 

geographic areas - America’s Longleaf Restoration Initiative Accomplishment report

p. 35 All American bird in an all American tree - Randy Browning, USFWS; Prairie warbler - 

Andy Reago & Chrissy McClarren

p. 36 Burning on Mt. Longleaf NWR, AL - USFWS Southeast region; Temporary prescribed fire 

sign - Florida Forest Service

p. 37 Mixed pine hardwood private property, LA in spring after a winter burn - Luke Lewis, 

National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF); Don’t let a wildfire destroy your property poster - 

Kathy McGraw

p. 38 Longleaf prescribed burn on private property, LNHP

p. 39 Shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata) cone - Dendroica cerulea

p. 40 Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) plantation - USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service; 

Prescribed fire closeup in hardwood understory - USFWS Southeast region

p. 41 Bachman’s sparrow - Andy Reago & Chrissy McClarren

p. 42 Open pine management decision support tool (screenshot) - Lower Mississippi Valley 

Joint Venture accessed on the GCPO LCC Conservation Planning Atlas

p. 43 Duck nest in grassland - USFWS Mountain-Prairie

p. 44 Longleaf pine saplings - Russ Walsh, USFWS 

p. 45 Igniting prescribed fire through pines, Pushmataha WMA, OK - John Weir

p. 46 Prescribed fire training - USDA USFS; Firefighters training - Andrew Magill

p. 47 Stephen F. Austin University experimental forest education class - Adrian Delgado2012; 

Lightning strike and distant fire - j_arred

p. 48 Photographer’s lens - Ben Stephenson

p. 49 White-eyed vireo - Cindy Elder; Tending a prescribed burn - Jason L. Price Priceless 

Photos

p. 50 Dickcissel - USFWS Midwest

p. 51 Firewise logo; Pony Ranch pond, MS - USDA; Grasshopper sparrow - John Brunjes 

Photography

p. 52 Walkie talkie during prescribed fire - Alabama Prescribed Fire Council on Facebook; Red-

cockaded woodpecker in flight - USDA

p. 53 Prime turkey brood habitat on private property 4 months after a prescribed burn, LA - 

Luke Lewis, NWTF

p. 54 Prescribed fire workshop, MS - Melissa Moore; from left to right, top to bottom: USFWS 

fire techicians, FL - USFWS Southeast region; Gopher tortoise, FL - David B. Johnson, FWC; 

Barn owl in flight - Ed deane; Shortleaf pine - USDA; Salem & Dianne Saloom, private 

landowners in Alabama - Salem Saloom; Mourning dove - Dawn Beattie

https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/9240372902/in/photolist-f5xjWb-a6r7dh-6daCWv-ewCHjc-6daCVv-duwbTt-dWjZtg-f5i62p-f5xk3Y-duwiWB-6deMbU-6N6tij-6N2idz-eJYfDy-aaZFFQ-gCqNCv-gCqb5u-a6r787-gCrnnM-duBTfb-duBWUC-duwgn2-duwk8M-duwe4v-duBQGN-duBNuS-aom22S-8rLyEx-aexEHo-fdDDkr-7Q2LtJ-ctZJiL-cvArLW-c3ELaN-5YB81V-5YFoyC-5YFkhd-5YFk7f-5Zri4k-5YFkrA-6fiYgy-5ZvvFL-5ZriYp-5ZvvLy-5Zrio2-5Zvvo7-5Zrj4H-ajiSoi-7hex4j-5ZvuLC
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/9240372902/in/photolist-f5xjWb-a6r7dh-6daCWv-ewCHjc-6daCVv-duwbTt-dWjZtg-f5i62p-f5xk3Y-duwiWB-6deMbU-6N6tij-6N2idz-eJYfDy-aaZFFQ-gCqNCv-gCqb5u-a6r787-gCrnnM-duBTfb-duBWUC-duwgn2-duwk8M-duwe4v-duBQGN-duBNuS-aom22S-8rLyEx-aexEHo-fdDDkr-7Q2LtJ-ctZJiL-cvArLW-c3ELaN-5YB81V-5YFoyC-5YFkhd-5YFk7f-5Zri4k-5YFkrA-6fiYgy-5ZvvFL-5ZriYp-5ZvvLy-5Zrio2-5Zvvo7-5Zrj4H-ajiSoi-7hex4j-5ZvuLC
http://americaslongleaf.org/media/12492/04_09_14-SoCo_NFWF-Partners_no-notes.pdf
http://americaslongleaf.org/media/12492/04_09_14-SoCo_NFWF-Partners_no-notes.pdf
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildreturn/13919295736/in/photolist-nd12Fw-djfiSn-djfgHq-na9wfv-9hyJYY-na9zg9-9Dm3Np-3qMeUb-9JMuqg-efZAsy-efZvMo-efTHwg-efTJVR-9hyBS1-djfoQF-6PUymx-garsFz-72GHj4-9LZuYY-7Wtihs-5a2DrZ-8bdK4R-ebzbXB-nd11jj-6PYJvJ-arZbPi-aSy34F-ebzbJz-nf3qSp-eimkar-ebzcpa-ebzcCc-bX3cuQ-nf5HM1-ebzcb2-ebzbvB-829qbX-7TkDvr-9cbjjM-3qGGjP-3qMe8o-3qMip5-n1xmBz-7HBXDs
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildreturn/13919295736/in/photolist-nd12Fw-djfiSn-djfgHq-na9wfv-9hyJYY-na9zg9-9Dm3Np-3qMeUb-9JMuqg-efZAsy-efZvMo-efTHwg-efTJVR-9hyBS1-djfoQF-6PUymx-garsFz-72GHj4-9LZuYY-7Wtihs-5a2DrZ-8bdK4R-ebzbXB-nd11jj-6PYJvJ-arZbPi-aSy34F-ebzbJz-nf3qSp-eimkar-ebzcpa-ebzcCc-bX3cuQ-nf5HM1-ebzcb2-ebzbvB-829qbX-7TkDvr-9cbjjM-3qGGjP-3qMe8o-3qMip5-n1xmBz-7HBXDs
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usfwssoutheast/5097067636/in/photolist-msmfNV-mbeKs9-nbep6E-mZrmRH-m9N5gt-m9MhSz-8LnZtJ-9uUg2L-m9N6vn-8zkWQS-9uRctt-m9MiV6-8LmL3X-8LpNs3-8LpNCu-8LpPDo-8zhMu2-8zhNLc-8LnXjj-8LjUSD-8LjVP2-8zjgQk-8zjh3p-8zkVSb-8zkW2U-8znpxf-8LmKm8-dSYDgK-dULxhM-mZtJPA-8LmMfr-8LmMst-dnteoV-kXV7By-8LmKPv-m9NXk3-9wVfVX-8Z99fe-9sG8Mc-mTWuBu-8LjVSz-8LjU8k-8LjWfv-8LnY6f-8LjVjR-8LnZpu-8VEDeK-8VEDgK-8VEDit-8VEDkg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usfwssoutheast/5097067636/in/photolist-msmfNV-mbeKs9-nbep6E-mZrmRH-m9N5gt-m9MhSz-8LnZtJ-9uUg2L-m9N6vn-8zkWQS-9uRctt-m9MiV6-8LmL3X-8LpNs3-8LpNCu-8LpPDo-8zhMu2-8zhNLc-8LnXjj-8LjUSD-8LjVP2-8zjgQk-8zjh3p-8zkVSb-8zkW2U-8znpxf-8LmKm8-dSYDgK-dULxhM-mZtJPA-8LmMfr-8LmMst-dnteoV-kXV7By-8LmKPv-m9NXk3-9wVfVX-8Z99fe-9sG8Mc-mTWuBu-8LjVSz-8LjU8k-8LjWfv-8LnY6f-8LjVjR-8LnZpu-8VEDeK-8VEDgK-8VEDit-8VEDkg
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/usfwshq/10706711616/in/photolist-8VDdnn-8ZcA6G-bpubqZ-8ZcA5s-8Z9wYH-8zhMu2-9wVfVX-e4Uj7e-dntdsz-8Qs7SS-8znpxf-8zjgQk-8zjh3p-8znp2C-8znoym-8zjfoe-8zjeHg-8znnTj-dtA8tU-dtuAqP-8zkVSb-dtuAtn-dtuAyi-8LjU8k-97QtgA-8LjVSz-8zjeRD-dtuAzX-8Qp1X8-8zkWxG-8Qs7WL-dtPmCS-dntduB-dtHPJ4-dnteoV-dUS7sJ-bpubjT-dULxhM-bAVBY2-hj7Gm9-cWFWym-8VEDeK-8zkVx9-dfMZxs-m9N6vn-m9NXk3-dG43yk-cmUrDU-8BvmTt-9AtzPt
https://www.flickr.com/photos/eddzpics/6128345052/in/photolist-bfEWgV-3G4iTg-bcZekZ-9Qc5cU-9Qc5AE-4mVfoE-9dWUNx-bELKgL-7pCK49-9yZTDu-bpUHv1-aoYUvL-dCUPQj-dCPq9T-dqZm3y-akxntA-9Qc5nY-eWWnHR-eWWmSx-eWWkZa-eWWmmK-eX8QUd-eWWoxe-eX8PqS-NFVMN-eTZEgm-dqZbA6-dqZmfJ-2Z75fJ-dqZbeT-9dWV2R-ao9tz3-dCUPRS-bctAHH-dCUPiE-ao6ChX-ao9rSj-dqZb5H-anSqAo-dCUPPd-bctAwX-bctAtR-bctAvr-bctAsr-bctAyH-bctABR-bctAAr-bctAET-bctAGr-bctArg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/eddzpics/6128345052/in/photolist-bfEWgV-3G4iTg-bcZekZ-9Qc5cU-9Qc5AE-4mVfoE-9dWUNx-bELKgL-7pCK49-9yZTDu-bpUHv1-aoYUvL-dCUPQj-dCPq9T-dqZm3y-akxntA-9Qc5nY-eWWnHR-eWWmSx-eWWkZa-eWWmmK-eX8QUd-eWWoxe-eX8PqS-NFVMN-eTZEgm-dqZbA6-dqZmfJ-2Z75fJ-dqZbeT-9dWV2R-ao9tz3-dCUPRS-bctAHH-dCUPiE-ao6ChX-ao9rSj-dqZb5H-anSqAo-dCUPPd-bctAwX-bctAtR-bctAvr-bctAsr-bctAyH-bctABR-bctAAr-bctAET-bctAGr-bctArg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Shortleaf_pine.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Shortleaf_pine.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pics4dawn/7304787228/in/photolist-6r5nqy-7szjnG-ivjieM-jDizKb-dsUhzP-ebErpB-8tAPeZ-aGnTHn-kgn3ST-9u58b3-eKu4Fr-bdu5bz-hTZ6dS-bWFXSj-BeVVo-eZLttX-mAcoSb-8m4Wvo-c8uWKo-9jWjGa-xCkEV-52vP46-kDu9sg-8RePt3-9wL2ms-dJ22Md-9ua3LC-8tDQrQ-84NPgS-4uYuVp-jtarUK-dAES5S-2ruUfQ-7Wk748-dvbkqu-2iwVAL-65sznS-9fpaWX-bs3neY-84NPDY-bxREue-7WootA-7WAMRU-6Pxqx5-juPaD7-4kt3ac-65ogCk-9xcgMk-4yGpPA-4KCLE1
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Almost all Southeastern upland systems, as well as some types of wetlands, have been shaped and 
maintained by periodic fire.  Decades of fire suppression have degraded these systems and have 
changed the human perception of fire and its role on our landscape.  Prescribed fire serves as a 
crucial management tool to restore and maintain these habitats, and its use is a critically important 
issue in the Southeast.  

This Communications Strategy proposes that the East Gulf Coastal Plain Joint Venture (EGCPJV) 
assume the role of prescribed fire champion by focusing its coordination, outreach and partnership 
activities through the lens of prescribed fire - a process vital to the ecological health of the natural 
communities that support birds and wildlife diversity.  This document is strategic, providing a 
comprehensive framework of prescribed fire issues and messages within which the EGCPJV will 
further identify priority actions.  The “niche” of the EGCPJV with respect to prescribed fire is to focus 
on fire’s ecological benefits to wildlife, specifically birds, and provide wildlife-focused education and 
outreach materials to key audiences.  

This strategy builds upon the unique strengths of the EGCPJV Management Board and staff, which 
lend themselves to achieving prescribed fire goals.  It was developed over the course of several 
months based upon information provided in interviews of ~45 prescribed fire/resource management 
experts throughout the East Gulf Coastal Plain, as well as guidance from the EGCPJV staff and board 
members concerning their mission, strengths and appropriate roles in promoting prescribed fire.  
    
East Gulf Coastal Plain Joint Venture Mission
The mission of the EGCPJV is to protect and restore bird populations of the East Gulf Coastal Plain 
by coordinating the effective conservation of key habitats.

EXECUTIVE(SUMMARY

Communications Vision for Prescribed Fire
The EGCPJV’s vision for prescribed fire in the 
Southeast is to maintain and restore fire regimes 
through an increased use and acceptance of prescribed 
fire, since fire has historically and evolutionarily played 
a critical role in the health of East Gulf Coastal Plain 
upland systems and marshes.  Specifically, 
communications and partnerships will increase the safe 
use of prescribed fire to restore, improve and sustain 
the ecosystem health of fire-dependent systems such 
as shortleaf and longleaf pine, mixed pine woodlands, 
oak woodlands and savannas, native warm season 
grasses and distinct climax grasslands such as the Black 
Belt Prairies of Mississippi/Alabama and Big Barrens of 
Kentucky/Tennessee.
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Communications Goals & Approach
1. POLICY GOAL:  Support and advocate the establishment and/or strengthening of laws, policies, 

budgets and regulations required to consistently allow, promote and apply prescribed fire across 
the Southeast.

2. OUTREACH GOAL:  Foster the adoption and increased application of prescribed fire among East 
Gulf Coastal Plain (EGCP) resource program and management communities by providing science-
based information and training focused on fire’s ecological, wildlife, and habitat benefits.  Include 
a focus on recruitment and training of professionals and consultants to increase overall capacity for 
conducting prescribed burns.

3. EDUCATION GOAL: Promote an increased societal awareness of and demand for safe, science-
based application of prescribed fire in support of community safety and ecological health.  In 
particular, focus on training for landowners to achieve fire capacity and application at a large scale.

Recommended Communications Strategies
Many of the experts consulted across all six of the EGCP states recommended the following 
approaches for developing and disseminating Joint Venture communications:
1. In addition to nonprofit partners currently on the EGCPJV Board, collaborate with the state 

Prescribed Fire Councils, the Southern Fire Exchange, the Oak Woodlands and Forests Fire 
Consortium, and possibly the Joint Fire Science Program and the Coalition of Prescribed Fire 
Councils.

2. Coordinate action and communications on prescribed fire among Joint Ventures with similar 
issues in the Southeast; continue collaboration with the Gulf Coastal Plains & Ozarks LCC 
particularly with respect to landscape scale planning and goals.

3. Collaborate and stay in contact with the SERPPAS Prescribed Fire Work Group and the Southeast 
Regional Strategy Committee of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy.

Areas of Opportunity for the EGCPJV
The EGCPJV, working with Prescribed Fire Councils, Joint Ventures, the forestry community and 
other partners, is poised to contribute significantly to the rebirth of prescribed fire in key areas 
throughout the Southeast by focusing efforts in the following three “value-added” areas:
1. Planning and outreach about prescribed fire in shortleaf pine, pine-oak, oak woodlands, and 

grasslands/prairie systems.  (Continue to collaborate, support and learn from longleaf pine 
initiatives.) 

2. Developing and providing science-based information on the wildlife (especially bird) benefits of 
prescribed fire.

3. Developing and promoting the concept of fire landscapes for birds (and other wildlife).

http://www.prescribedfire.net/membership/state-councils
http://www.prescribedfire.net/membership/state-councils
http://southernfireexchange.org
http://southernfireexchange.org
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.firescience.gov/index.cfm
http://www.firescience.gov/index.cfm
http://www.prescribedfire.net
http://www.prescribedfire.net
http://www.prescribedfire.net
http://www.prescribedfire.net
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Impediments to Prescribed Fire
The impediments to prescribed fire are well known and well documented and often affect public and 
private lands quite differently.  All of these factors contribute to increased difficulty in achieving 
prescribed fire at scales sufficient to provide desired ecological benefits.
• Capacity, which has three components - knowledge (particularly through direct experience), 

equipment and manpower - affects the ability to burn on both public and private lands, and can 
be a barrier to entry for landowners new to the use of prescribed fire.

• Liability concerns, stemming from reduced visibility on roadways or fire escape, arise due to lack 
of confidence in legal protections for prescribed 
burning and the high cost of insurance.

• Smoke management and its effects on air quality can 
lead to public health concerns, limits to burn days 
and negative press.

• Coordination is required on many fronts: at the burn 
level increasing habitat fragmentation and 
parcelization of land ownership into smaller holdings 
require greater coordination; support for prescribed 
fire often combines multiple federal and state 
conservation management programs; landowners 
managing for multiple objectives must navigate the 
tension between forestry and wildlife perspectives.

• Public perception/population growth contribute to an 
increasing lack of understanding of the right to burn 
and the benefits of prescribed fire, which leads to 
alarm, complaints and political pressure to stop prescribed burning.

• Wildlife - forestry interface, meaning the historical separation of forestry and wildlife management 
disciplines, has resulted in different perspectives that can confuse landowners and create barriers 
to effective land management.

• Climate change is projected to cause an increase in air temperatures and precipitation variability 
(droughts) in the Southeast, and it has the potential to increase wildfire occurrence while also 
restricting the number of burn days within current prescription guidelines.

Prescribed Fire Messaging, Audiences and Communications Products 
EGCPJV prescribed fire communications will be ongoing and multi-faceted.  As such, the Joint 
Venture board and staff will select the focus, type and phasing of communications activities 
according to their organizational, partnership and scientific priorities.  A total of 30 Prescribed Fire 
messages in this section are organized according to the three primary goals (policy, outreach and 
education) that they aim to achieve.  The messages provide a flexible menu of the most important 
points to make with appropriate audiences.  Messaging may be reworked and combined for a variety 
of purposes and products.  A detailed discussion with background information accompanies each 
message, providing abundant raw material for a diversity of communications products.  The EGCPJV 
is particularly suited to lead development and/or dissemination of five specific high priority 
communications products:
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• a pocket guide to birds of fire maintained habitats in the South targeted to landowners, resource 
and program managers, and wildlife enthusiasts;

• dissemination of the National Bobwhite Conservation Initiative’s quail DVD to landowners and 
hunters;

• a “canned” powerpoint presentation about prescribed fire’s benefits to birds for agencies and 
interest groups;

• a synthesis of science related to growing season burns and birds, aimed at resource managers, 
consultants and wildlife enthusiasts;

• a crosswalk of EGCP State Wildlife and Forest Action Plans to identify overlapping priorities, 
targeted to resource agencies.
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POLICY GOAL: Support and advocate the 
establishment and/or strengthening of laws, 
policies, budgets and regulations required to 
consistently allow and apply prescribed fire across 
the Southeast.
 The Joint Venture is in a position to forge 
consensus among a broad group of organizations, 
which includes private nonprofit organizations who 
are best suited to conveying policy messages 
directly to target audiences.  Target audiences 
consist primarily of government representatives and 
agencies at various levels. 

1. Message:  Every state in the Southeast needs to 
establish, define and protect the right to use 
prescribed fire, and seek to do so as consistently 
as possible.

  Audience:  State legislatures, county 
  governments
 
2. Message:  Increase state forestry/wildlife agency 

budgets for prescribed fire.  There is often 
greater public demand for prescribed fire than 
state agencies can meet!

 Audience:  State legislatures; executive 
 leadership of state resource agencies

3. Message:  Increased budgets for state resource 
and forestry agencies will ensure states can retain 

all of their Pittman-Robertson federal matching 
dollars. 

 Audience:  State legislatures

4. Message:  Increase federal budgets for 
prescribed fire; increase federal agency program 
expenditures in support of prescribed fire.  There 
is an ecological imperative for prescribed fire on 
lands that are legislatively mandated to be 
managed for the “conservation and protection of 
wildlife resources” or “multiple uses,” and it is 
not being met.  Lack of fire has direct 
consequences on ecological health, listed 
species, and hazardous fuels build up.  

 Audience:  Congress; executive leadership 
 of federal resource agencies (with authority 
 to vary budget expenditures)

5. Message:  Maintain State Wildlife Grant and 
Pittman Robertson expenditures, and allow states 
to apply these funds toward prescribed burning 
projects

 Audience:  Congress, State resource 
 agencies

6. Message:  Fire is a safe and cost-effective 
science-based land management tool. 

 Audience:  State resource management 
 agencies/local government/landowners/
 the public

MESSAGE(LIST(SUMMARY

Each message listed below provides a link to its discussion in the body of the electronic document.
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7. Message:  Prescribed fire reduces the risk of 
wildfire and costs much less than wildfire.  
Prescribed fire must be managed as an integral 
part of wildfire suppression and fuels reduction.  
We need to stop devoting our resources to 
emergency room treatment and start spending 
them on preventive medicine.  Prescribed fire is 
the medicine that can help to reduce the 
frequency and intensity of wildfires as well as 
accelerated species listings in the Southeast.

 Audience:  Congress, federal and state 
 resource agencies, land managers, local 
 government, resource-dependent 
 commercial enterprise, the public

8. Message:  It is critically important that wildlife 
habitat improvement, and specifically prescribed 
fire, be incorporated into guidelines for EQIP and 
other conservation programs of the Agricultural 
Act of 2014.  We need to expand the partnership 
between NRCS, resource agencies and private 
landowners to ensure that the EQIP program will 
support prescribed fire as a stewardship practice 
to benefit species of conservation concern, game 
species, and overall ecosystem health. 

Audience:  NRCS State Conservationists 
and staffs, State Technical Committees of 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service, 
national Forest Resource Coordinating 
Committee, USFS State & Private Forestry

9. Message:  The “farm bill biologist” model works 
and should be considered in states that do not 
currently employ this model of stewardship.

Audience:  Natural Resource Conservation 
Service state conservationists and staffs

10. Message:  Multi-state analyses of both State 
Wildlife Action Plans and State Forest Action 
Plans, focusing on landscapes across 
boundaries and the overlapping priorities in 
these plans, would be tremendously useful in 
helping agencies and partners focus their 
conservation efforts.  State Wildlife Action Plans 
should more explicitly recognize the need for 
prescribed fire when describing specific habitat 
types and species of concern.

Audience:  State wildlife and forestry 

agencies, nonprofit conservation partners

11. Message:  Agencies should seek to include 
privately held inholdings in prescribed burns on 
public lands. 

 Audience:  US Forest Service, US Fish & 
 Wildlife Service, state resource agencies

12. Message:  Much of the demand for prescribed 
burning expertise and support is being funneled 
into a narrower and narrower range of available 
burn days due to both variable/changing 
weather patterns and burn permitting 
standards.  Land managers are also being 
forced to burn smaller pieces of land to mitigate 
smoke impacts.  Available burn days can be 
increased by changing smoke dispersion 
requirements and/or the season of burning.

 Audience:  State or local environment, air 
 quality and/or forestry agencies.

13. Message:  Affordable prescribed fire insurance 
is sorely needed, and it may also represent a 
business opportunity. 

 Audience:  Insurance companies

14. Message:  Visit My Forest should be a 
prominent link on all State Forestry websites, 
and wildlife agency websites as well.  This 
website is the public interface to the “good fire” 
message, developed through the One Message 
Many Voices campaign.  However, in many 
cases information about prescribed fire and the 
Visit My Forest weblink are still absent or hard to 
find on resource agency websites.

 Audience:  State resource management 
 agencies, EGCPJV Management Board 
 members

15. Message:  County and municipal governments 
in the Southeast have a significant role to play in 
the protection of their local forests’ health, 
quality of life, and management of wildfire risk 
through measures that protect the continued 
use of prescribed fire.

 Audience:  County and municipal 
 governments, land use planning 
 departments, prescribed burn associations

http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.goodfires.org
http://www.goodfires.org
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OUTREACH GOAL:  Foster the adoption and 
increased application of prescribed fire among 
EGCP resource program and management 
communities by providing science-based 
information and training and by focusing on 
achieving ecological, wildlife, and habitat benefits.  
Include a focus on recruitment and training of 
professionals and consultants to increase overall 
capacity for conducting prescribed burns.
 Additional information is often needed to 
promote greater recognition of fire dependent 
habitats, the ecological value of prescribed fire, and 
the benefits of landscape scale planning to the 
professional/practitioner audience - including staff 
of government assistance programs for private land 
stewardship, foresters, fire control experts, state 
and federal resource agencies, wildlife consultants, 
and consulting foresters. 

1. Message:  The wildlife community wants to work 
more closely with the forestry community to 
integrate conservation, management and 
prescribed fire information and technical 
assistance with the goal of improving our overall 
effectiveness on-the-ground. 

 Audience:  US Forest Service and national 
 forests, state forestry agencies, forestry 
 extension offices, the forestry science 
 community, consulting foresters and wildlife 
 consultants

2. Message:  The EGCPJV is willing to lead or 
contribute to the development of science-based 
wildlife- and ecosystem-centric information about 
the need for fire on the landscape and the 
ecological results of prescribed fire.

 Audience:  State natural resource agencies, 
 federal and state program staff (NRCS, 
 USFS, USFWS), forestry/wildlife consultants, 
 prescribed fire vendors, private landowners

3.  Message:  To achieve the full benefits of 
prescribed fire across the Southeast, landscape 
scale planning for fire should be a priority.  
Targeted delivery of prescribed fire in key regions 
will provide synergistic benefits with other 
conservation planning initiatives.

Audience:  Federal and state resource 
agencies, USDA state conservationists, 
USDA State Technical Advisory committees, 
NRCS county-level working groups, program 
managers, land managers, Landscape 
Conservation Cooperatives and 
conservation biologists, conservation 
planning nonprofits, and any organization 
that conducts conservation planning

4. Message:  Program staff in state and federal 
agencies who administer cost-share and grant 
programs for private landowners will provide 
better service to landowners, taxpayers and the 
environment when they understand both the 
ecological and economic value of prescribed fire. 

Audience:  State resource and forestry 
agencies, USDA state conservationists, 
NRCS staff

5. Message:  Consulting foresters and traditional 
forestry assistance programs can expand and 
improve the assistance they provide landowners 
by focusing on the wildlife benefits of using 
prescribed fire in forest management.  Expertise
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in prescribed fire can provide a competitive edge to 
consulting foresters, wildlife consultants, tree 
vendors and Technical Service Providers.  There is a 
high unmet demand for professionals who are 
trained and certified to conduct prescribed burns in 
the EGCP states; there are also federal cost-share 
programs that can help landowners defray the costs 
of planning and implementing prescribed burns.
 Audience:  Forestry/wildlife consultants; 
 prescribed fire vendors; resource program 
 managers

6. Message:  The East Gulf Coastal Plain states 
need more “habitat teams” and/or “fire strike 
teams,” particularly in KY and TN. 

 Audience:  State wildlife agencies, nonprofit 
 organizations such as The Nature 
 Conservancy, National Wild Turkey 
 Federation, Pheasants Forever and others; 
 habitat technicians and prescribed fire 
 vendors

7. Message:  Significant opportunities exist for 
state forestry and wildlife extension departments 
to play a role in developing prescribed fire 
education and outreach programs aimed at 
foresters, conservation practitioners and private 
landowners.   

Audience:  State land grant university 
extension systems and personnel, state 
forestry and resource management 
assistance programs

8. Message:  Local fire departments can assist in 
making their communities safer from fire and gain 
valuable experience in managing fire by helping 
to conduct prescribed burns.

Audience:  Local fire departments, county 
and municipal governments, prescribed 
burn associations

EDUCATION GOAL:  Create an increased societal 
awareness of and demand for safe, science based 
application of prescribed fire in support of 
community safety and ecological health.
 Audiences for this goal are various segments 
of the general public as well as private landowners, 
many of whom can benefit from training in 
application of prescribed fire.

1. Message:  “Good fires prevent bad ones.” 
“Prescribed fire lowers the risk of wildfire.” 
“Prescribed fire is not destruction but renewal.” 
“Prescribed fire for a forest in balance.” “The 
effects of prescribed fire in a forest are kind of 

like mowing the grass.” “Fire is as natural as rain, 
wind, sunshine and blue skies.”

 Audience:  General public

2. Message:  People who care about wildlife are 
crucial allies in the struggle to reintroduce and 
apply prescribed fire where it is most needed.  
Fire is essential to the health of most southern 
ecosystems, but it has been suppressed for the 
past 150 years or so, and coordinated anti-fire 
campaigns began in the 1920s.  Many species of 
birds, including the South’s iconic bobwhite quail, 
respond to the plant communities that follow fire. 

 Audience:  Birders and other wildlife 
 enthusiasts
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3. Message:  Landowners must choose whether to 
use prescribed fire based on the benefits they 
desire from their land. Fire is a natural process 
essential to the health of most southern 
ecosystems, and wildlife species respond to the 
plants that sprout following a fire.  There are 
public programs that provide cost-share for 
prescribed fire, which is also very cost-effective 
compared to mowing, mechanical thinning, and 
herbicides.

 Audience:  Private landowners

4. Message:  Landowners can learn to conduct their 
own prescribed burns safely by getting training 
or certification.  By forming Prescribed Burn 
Associations, landowners can share knowledge, 
manpower and equipment - cutting down on 
costs.  Engaged well-trained landowners are 
essential to achieve prescribed burning at a large 
scale because currently cost-share funds are 
insufficient for this purpose.

 Audience:  Private landowners

5. Message:  Prescribed burning is an integral part 
of the cultural heritage of the Southern coastal 
plains going back to pre-colonial times.  

Prescribed burning is also a private property 
right.  Prescribed fire is “good fire” that limits the 
risk of catastrophic wildfire, so its smoke is a 
signal that safety measures are taking place.  
Smoke from prescribed fire can be managed to 
reduce or eliminate its impact, and it will usually 
be far less than the smoke experienced from a 
wildfire.

 Audience:  New rural or vacation 
 landowners and general public

6. Message:  Firewise presentations, which can be 
quite well attended, need to incorporate 
information about the role of prescribed fire in 
reducing wildfire risk.

 Audience:  State forestry agencies
 
7. Message:  Fire is essential to the health of most 

southern ecosystems, but it has been suppressed 
for the past 150 years or more.  Many species of 
wildlife depend on the plant communities that 
follow fire.  Prescribed fire is also a good tool for 
reducing the risk of catastrophic wildfires.  

 Audience:  Students and their parents
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3 time series 
photographs of 
a private 
longleaf pine 
prescribed burn 
in Mississippi

6 months 
post-burn

2 months 
post-burn

left: native warm 
seasons grasses: 
burned (foreground) 
and unburned

Two priority species for 
open pine: blue 
grosbeak and American 
kestrel
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Almost all Southeastern upland systems, as well as some types of wetlands, have been shaped and 
maintained by periodic fire. Decades of fire suppression have degraded these systems and have 
changed the human perception of fire and its role on our landscapes.  Prescribed fire serves as a 
crucial management tool to restore and maintain these habitats, and its use is a critically important 
issue in the Southeast.  Many organizations are working in multiple ways and with many partners to 
promote, explain and implement prescribed fire on the landscape, yet the East Gulf Coastal Plain 
(EGCP) lacks a prescribed fire champion focused specifically on its full complement of habitats.  

This Communications Strategy proposes that the East Gulf Coastal Plain Joint Venture (EGCPJV) 
assume the role of prescribed fire champion throughout the EGCP by focusing its coordination, 
outreach and partnership activities through the lens of prescribed fire - a process vital to the 
ecological health of the vast majority of natural communities that support birds and wildlife diversity. 

The “niche” of the EGCPJV with respect to prescribed fire is to focus on fire’s ecological benefits to 
wildlife, specifically birds, and provide wildlife-focused educational and outreach materials to key 
audiences.  These activities can augment the wide array of prescribed fire activities already ongoing 
in the region without duplicating efforts.  The Strategy builds upon the unique strengths of the 
EGCPJV Management Board and staff.  

This strategy was developed over the course of several months in 2012 and again in 2013 and is 
based upon information provided in interviews of 45 prescribed fire/resource management experts, 
including several from each of the six EGCP states of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, 
Tennessee and Kentucky.  In addition, the EGCPJV staff and board members provided guidance 
concerning their mission, strengths, focus and appropriate roles in promoting prescribed fire.  

Strategic communications are designed to achieve goals that are dependent upon changing 
people’s attitudes and actions.  Section I of this strategy identifies a communications vision for 
prescribed fire along with three broad goals that can be achieved through communications and 
outreach directed toward three relatively distinct groups of audiences.  Section II discusses the major 
impediments to prescribed fire, on both public and private lands, that have been identified by a 
range of experts and key prescribed fire documents.  Section III delineates specific prescribed fire 
messages and their associated target audiences, organized according to the communications goals 
they are designed to achieve.  The messages and discussion sections explain and advocate potential 
solutions to the impediments described in Section II.

SECTION(I
���
�����������������������������������������������
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EGCPJV Mission, Vision & Role
The mission of the EGCPJV is to protect and restore bird 
populations of the East Gulf Coastal Plain by coordinating 
the effective conservation of key habitats.  

Communications Vision for Prescribed Fire
The EGCPJV’s vision for prescribed fire in the Southeast is to 
maintain and restore fire regimes through an increased use 
and acceptance of prescribed fire, since fire has historically 
and evolutionarily played a critical role in the health of East Gulf Coastal Plain upland systems and 
marshes.  Specifically, communications and partnerships will increase the safe use of prescribed fire 
to restore, improve and sustain the ecosystem health of fire-dependent systems such as shortleaf 
and longleaf pine, mixed pine woodlands, oak woodlands and savannas, native warm season grasses 
and distinct climax grasslands such as the Black Belt Prairies of MS/AL and Big Barrens of KY/TN.

Strengths of the East Gulf Coastal Plain Joint Venture
• Science-based wildlife and habitat conservation research and expertise applied strategically at 

the landscape level;
• Multi-state/multi-agency breadth and representation on the Management Board, which makes it 

possible to coordinate across state and jurisdictional boundaries;
• Connections with agency and organization staff at the local level who can facilitate and assist with 

grassroots conservation planning and education;
• Expertise and preferred access to certain types of funding (e.g. for migratory birds) with the 

ability to leverage funds through partnerships;
• The ability to develop science-based tools that can translate landscape level conservation goals 

into site-based achievements on the ground.

Communications Goals & Approach
The EGCPJV’s prescribed fire communications goals build on the Joint Venture’s mission and 
strengths.  The goals will drive the type, content and delivery of messaging as well as the audience 
to receive those messages.  These goals seek both to remove impediments to prescribed fire and to 
promote a “breakout” of the prescribed fire message in the public consciousness. 

1. POLICY GOAL: Support and advocate the establishment and/or strengthening of laws, policies, 
budgets and regulations required to consistently allow, promote and apply prescribed fire across 
the Southeast.

2.  OUTREACH GOAL:  Foster the adoption and increased application of prescribed fire among East 
Gulf Coastal Plain (EGCP) resource program and management communities by providing science-
based information and training focused on fire’s ecological, wildlife, and habitat benefits.  Include 
a focus on recruitment and training of professionals and consultants to increase overall capacity for 
conducting prescribed burns.

2. EDUCATION GOAL: Promote an increased societal awareness of and demand for safe, science-
based application of prescribed fire in support of community safety and ecological health.  In 
particular, focus on training for landowners to achieve fire capacity and application at a large 
scale.
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Recommended Communications Strategies
This strategy approaches communications as a broad category inclusive of the following “products”: 
(1) traditional communications campaigns aimed at influencing the knowledge, attitudes, skills and 
actions of people, particularly decision-makers; (2) outreach to build relationships and share 
information with new people and organizations, often through coordination and personal meetings; 
(3) education in the form of training, special events and curricula specifically aimed at increasing the 
level of understanding or skill in use of prescribed fire among practitioners, landowners, students, 
and the public.  

Achieving the EGCPJV’s three goals for prescribed fire will require 
both individual behavior change and policy change, a fact that was 
intuited or stated outright by many of the experts consulted in 
developing this Strategy.  Those experts represent a broad range of 
expertise, including land and program managers in federal and 
state forestry, wildlife habitat management, prescribed fire, and 
private land stewardship, as well as managers of longleaf pine, oak 
savannas, native warm season grasses, prairies and barrens.  

Many of the experts consulted across all six of the EGCP states 
recommended the following approaches for developing and 

disseminating Joint Venture communications:

1. In addition to nonprofit partners currently on the EGCPJV Board, collaborate with the state 
Prescribed Fire Councils, the Southern Fire Exchange, the Oak Woodlands and Forests Fire 
Consortium, and possibly the Joint Fire Science Program and the Coalition of Prescribed Fire 
Councils.

Several nonprofits that are not already represented on the EGCPJV Management Board are known 
for their expertise in the application of prescribed fire in the Southeast.  These include The Nature 
Conservancy, Tall Timbers and Jones Ecological Research Center.

The Councils have been leaders in promoting prescribed fire at the state level; they have and 
continue to successfully pursue legislative action that establishes prescribed fire as a right, with 
defined certification requirements and burn guidelines that, when met, limit landowner liability.  
Working through the Fire Councils will allow the EGCPJV to work through a single organization 
within each state to disseminate messages and get feedback to partners on the ground.  The 
Councils are also a good means of maintaining open lines of communication with the forestry 
community.

The Consortia, funded by the Joint Fire Science Program, were established to achieve goals similar 
to the three outlined in this strategy, and their primary means of doing so is by providing science-
based information, training and analyses.  Representatives from both fire consortia indicated they are  
open to collaborating with the EGCPJV in developing and disseminating science-based prescribed 
fire messages and programs.

http://www.prescribedfire.net/membership/state-councils
http://www.prescribedfire.net/membership/state-councils
http://southernfireexchange.org
http://southernfireexchange.org
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.firescience.gov/index.cfm
http://www.firescience.gov/index.cfm
http://www.prescribedfire.net
http://www.prescribedfire.net
http://www.prescribedfire.net
http://www.prescribedfire.net
http://www.nature.org
http://www.nature.org
http://www.nature.org
http://www.nature.org
http://www.talltimbers.org
http://www.talltimbers.org
http://www.jonesctr.org
http://www.jonesctr.org
http://www.firescience.gov
http://www.firescience.gov
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Collaboration with these organizations will vastly improve the EGCPJV’s ability to foster coordination, 
work across jurisdictional boundaries and build consensus in areas such as:
• policy goals and how to achieve them;
• prescribed burns across adjacent federal/state/private ownerships;
• enhanced education and training about the ecological and wildlife value of prescribed fire;
• open lines of communication with forestry agencies and foresters.

Some of the key partners and audiences that the JV will need to engage on prescribed fire are 
unfamiliar with bird conservation joint ventures and need to be introduced. 

2. Coordinate action and communications on prescribed fire among Joint Ventures with similar issues 
in the Southeast.

Several experts expressed a desire to have the EGCPJV serve in a coordination role with other Joint 
Ventures in the Southeast because many habitat types and prescribed fire issues are shared 
throughout the region.  They specifically suggested coordination among the Gulf Coast, Lower 
Mississippi Valley, and Central Hardwoods Joint Ventures.  Bringing these JVs together will help 
build a larger and stronger coalition of voices with respect to policy issues; foster collaboration on 
fundraising and grant development; foster incorporation of a wider range of expertise when 
developing communications and education products; and avoid duplication of effort.

3.  Collaborate and stay in contact with the SERPPAS Prescribed Fire Work Group and the Southeast 
Regional Strategy Committee of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy.

SERPPAS, or the Southeast Regional Partnership for Planning and 
Sustainability, is a six-state partnership of federal and state 
agencies that promotes collaboration in conservation management.  
SERPPAS has a very active and effective group working to promote 
prescribed fire throughout the longleaf range.  As such, their 
activities cover most of the southern portion of the EGCP, focused 
primarily on longleaf pine.  However, this Work Group has begun 
inviting members that are not from longleaf pine states to join their 
regularly scheduled calls.  Although they are focused on longleaf 
pine, much of the group’s prescribed fire work is applicable to 

other fire-dependent ecosystems.  They hold regular monthly calls and have several ongoing 
initiatives that could be expanded or replicated beyond longleaf.  They have suggested a number of 
ways in which the EGCPJV can complement SERPPAS prescribed fire activities by focusing on wildlife  
and other habitats in addition to longleaf. 

http://serppas.org
http://serppas.org
http://serppas.org
http://serppas.org
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The Southeast Regional Strategy Committee is focusing on about 30 communications tasks 
identified in the Southeast Regional Action Plan (SERAP).  A Strategy Committee member shared 
SERAP communications priorities as an opportunity for the EGCPJV to provide insight and assistance 
in their implementation.  The Cohesive Strategy is federal, but because the majority of lands in the 
Southeast are private, the Strategy Committee recognizes that much of their communications must 
remain “unbranded” and focus on property protection and environmental management.  While the 
National Cohesive Strategy focuses as much on wildfire prevention as prescribed fire, many of the 
SERAP communications priorities overlap with those of the EGCPJV.  For example, one 
communications objective is to “Aggressively promote prescribed burning for wildlife through all 
conservation (fish and wildlife) programs for most forest types, not just longleaf.”  

Areas of Opportunity for the EGCPJV
When viewing prescribed fire activities broadly across the South, in particular the East Gulf Coastal 
Plain, a varied picture emerges.  While longleaf pine restoration has gained a high profile, there is a 
lot of ferment and activity focused on other habitats, which is quietly taking place.  University 
programs in prescribed fire are increasing and scientific research publications are - to quote one 
academic - “through the roof.” 

The year 2012 was a turning point, as it was the first time data 
showed that longleaf pine had actually increased over a 10-year 
period, halting its prolonged decline.  Several experts suggested 
that the EGCPJV should focus on extending the successes of the 
Longleaf Initiative into other habitat types, in particular shortleaf 
pine systems.  The EGCPJV, working with Prescribed Fire Councils, 
Joint Ventures, forestry community and other partners, is poised to 
contribute significantly to the rebirth of prescribed fire in key areas 
throughout the Southeast by concentrating on the following three 
“value-added” areas:

1. Planning and outreach about prescribed fire in shortleaf pine, 
pine-oak, oak woodlands, and grasslands/prairie systems.  
(Continue to collaborate, support and learn from longleaf pine 
initiatives.)

Given the success of America’s Longleaf Restoration Initiative, 
which succeeded in planting 1.38 million acres of longleaf pine and 
conducting 1.1 million acres of prescribed burns in 2013, there is a 
need to replicate this success in other habitat types.  A similar 
effort, the Shortleaf Pine Initiative, has formed a diverse multi-
agency work group and is working toward completion of a 
rangewide Shortleaf Pine Conservation Plan by September 2014.  
The Initiative notes that over the past 30 years, shortleaf pine 
systems ranging over 22 eastern states have lost 50% of their 
former acreage, with the most significant decline occuring east of 
the Mississippi River.

http://www.forestsandrangelands.gov/strategy/documents/rsc/southeast/SERAP_Final20130405.pdf
http://www.forestsandrangelands.gov/strategy/documents/rsc/southeast/SERAP_Final20130405.pdf
http://www.americaslongleaf.org
http://www.americaslongleaf.org
http://www.shortleafpine.net/steering-committee/shortleaf-pine-initiative
http://www.shortleafpine.net/steering-committee/shortleaf-pine-initiative
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People and practitioners tend to recognize open pine systems, prairies and grasslands as fire 
dependent, but these systems still suffer significantly from lack of fire.  The message is even more 
complex and controversial with respect to mixed oak forests, oak woodlands and savannas.  As 
distance increases from the southern plains, where a Southern “fire culture” is still relatively strong, 
the issue is complicated still further as this former acceptance of prescribed fire has become a 
distant third generation memory.  The challenge for the EGCPJV and many other organizations is to 
expand the recognition of fire’s ecological value - specifically its benefits to wildlife - in these systems 
and to foster a renaissance in the acceptance and practice of prescribed fire among practitioners, 
landowners, and outdoor recreationists.   

2. Developing and providing science-based information on the wildlife (especially bird) benefits of 
prescribed fire.

Much of the messaging and training available for fire practitioners, land and program managers 
concerns the mechanics of applying prescribed fire, its role in preventing wildfire, and its importance 
to longleaf systems.  While information does exist concerning the value of prescribed fire as an 
ecological process integral to southern landscapes, wildlife and habitat, it is less widespread.  At the 
same time, this is a powerful message that almost everyone responds to, especially non-industrial 
private land owners and public land managers.  A number of organizations, including the Oak 
Woodland Fire Consortium and SERPPAS, welcomed the idea of the EGCPJV taking on this 
collaborative role.

3.  Developing and promoting the concept of fire landscapes for birds (and other wildlife).

There are benefits from concentrating habitat improvements on the landscape, and fire is no 
exception.  Several southeastern planning efforts have made some effort to identify subregional 
priority landscapes for a variety of resource management objectives.  These include quail 
management priority zones, the open pine model for lower coastal plain pine habitats, and the 
Significant Geographic Areas identified in America’s Longleaf Conservation Plan.  Landscape 
Conservation Cooperatives are in the midst of a far-ranging process to develop conservation 
“blueprints” that will identify highest priority conservation sites and associated actions.  An overlay 
of priority landscapes for focusing prescribed burning efforts to maximize benefits to birds and other 
wildlife is clearly needed as well.   

Additional opportunities for partnering or contributing to ongoing activities that are particularly 
suited to the EGCPJV are highlighted throughout this Strategy and the Appendices.
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The impediments to prescribed fire are well known and well documented.  Virtually every expert 
consulted, as well as the National Prescribed Fire Use Survey, the National Cohesive Wildland Fire 
Strategy Southeast Assessment, and the Comprehensive Strategy for Prescribed Fire to Restore 
Longleaf Pine in the Southeast U.S. all agree on some variation of the following list as the primary 
impediments to prescribed fire.  All of these factors contribute to increased difficulty in achieving 
prescribed fire at scales sufficient to provide desired ecological benefits.

• Capacity, which has three components - knowledge (particularly through direct experience), 
equipment and manpower - affects the ability to burn on both public and private lands, and can 
be a barrier to entry for landowners new to the use of prescribed fire.

• Liability concerns, stemming from reduced visibility on roadways or fire escape, arise due to lack 
of confidence in legal protections for prescribed burning and the high cost of insurance.

• Smoke management and its effects on air quality can lead to public health concerns, limits to 
burn days and negative press.

• Coordination is required on many fronts: at the burn level increasing habitat fragmentation and 
parcelization of land ownership into smaller holdings require greater coordination; support for 
prescribed fire often combines multiple federal and state conservation management programs; 
landowners managing for multiple objectives must navigate the tension between forestry and 
wildlife perspectives.

• Public perception/population growth contribute to an increasing lack of understanding of the 
right to burn and of the benefits of prescribed fire, which leads to alarm, complaints and political 
pressure to stop prescribed burning.

• The wildlife management/forestry gap, meaning the historical separation of these disciplines, has 
resulted in different perspectives toward land management and prescribed fire, which can 
confuse landowners and create barriers to effective land management.

• Climate change is projected to cause an increase in air temperatures and precipitation variability 
(droughts) in the Southeast, and it has the potential to increase wildfire occurrence while also 
restricting the number of burn days within current prescription guidelines. (Mitchell et al., 2014 in 
press and the Third National Climate Assessment)

SECTION(II
	����������������������������

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit
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The assumption is that advocating solutions to these problems will make prescribed burning easier 
and encourage its embrace by a broader spectrum of land managers and landowners.  Some 
impediments and solutions vary significantly with respect to private versus public lands.  Other 
impediments arise in publicly supported programs that primarily impact private lands.  Still other 
impediments affect both public and private lands.  The Table “Impediments to Prescribed Fire: 
Effects on Public vs Private Lands” contrasts the ways in which these impediments impact public and 
private land.  The messages in Section III of this Communication Strategy address the audiences with 
power to tackle these impediments.

 Public Lands

 Capacity
Capacity to burn on public lands boils down to budgets.  Budgets for state and federal programs 
that support personnel and resources devoted to prescribed burning have declined, in some cases 
precipitously, across the board over the past five years.  For example, the Fish & Wildlife Service 
hazardous fuels budget in the Southeast region has declined by 42% since its peak in FY09, and 
current budget forecasts anticipate eliminating these expenditures by FY16.  Every state forestry 
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agency within the East Gulf Coastal Plain, with the exception of the Florida Forest Service, has 
experienced budget declines that have impacted their ability to conduct prescribed burns.  Program 
cuts impact not only manpower for conducting burns but also the ability to coordinate efforts and 
respond to demand for prescribed burn permits during the relatively narrow burn seasons each year.  
On the other hand, public land burns are more manageable than those on private lands because the 
ownership parcels tend to be larger.  

 Liability
Federal agencies are concerned about liability for the same reasons as private landowners: a 
reluctance to bear the risk of potential lawsuits.  This concern has led to high standards for personnel 
and equipment conducting burns on federal lands, with concomitant costs.  It has also led to 
regulatory limitations on their ability to conduct or provide support for prescribed burns on private 
lands.  One aspect of this is the necessity to create fire breaks and protect all private inholdings 
within publicly owned land, even when the private landowner would be willing to cooperate in the 
prescribed burn.  Such requirements can increase the cost of prescribed burning on public lands and 
make budget expeditures less cost-effective.  

 Smoke Management
The hazards presented by smoke are two-fold: (1) air pollution that potentially contributes directly to 
unhealthy air conditions or violation of EPA air quality standards and (2) reduced visibility on 
roadways that must be proactively managed to prevent hazardous driving conditions.

Limitations on burning that stem from air quality concerns translate into a loss of burn days during 
burn seasons that are already narrow.  Public agencies have the ability to address air quality impacts 
by supporting the improvement of smoke models to prevent the loss of burn days.  Coordinating 
with EPA, particularly in non-attainment areas under the Clean Air Act, may increase the ability of 
both public and private land managers to burn.  State forestry agencies stressed the importance and 
benefits of good working relationships in coordinating their burn permitting processes with state air 
quality authorities.  They also pointed out that prescribed fire as a fuels treatment is most needed in 
the wildland-urban interface, yet this is precisely where the issue of smoke is worst because
• most of the urban populace does not understand prescribed burning and is alarmed by smoke;
• past fire suppression may have allowed fuel to accumulate to dangerous levels, which results in 

greater volumes of smoke and longer duration fires, at least initially. 

Reduced visibility can be proactively managed by closely monitoring weather and wind conditions 
and planning for any necessary road closures.  However, the potential need for road closures, in 
particular, can be a disincentive for public land managers who may be leery of negative public 
reactions to the inconvenience.  
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 Coordination
The State Wildlife Action Plans, or SWAPs, from all six EGCP states list altered fire regime or fire 
suppression as a general threat, and they all call for more prescribed fire to address this threat.  
Moreover, State Forest Action Plans also address wildfire, fuel loads, urbanization and prescribed 
fire.  A central focus of the EGCPJV should be working in collaboration with other joint ventures, 
state fire councils, and state wildlife agencies to achieve State Wildlife Action Plan and Forest Action 
Plan prescribed fire goals, particularly where those goals or priority zones for fire management 
overlap.  Appendix 1 contains a detailed list of fire-adapted habitats/communities identified in state 
SWAPs and prescribed fire conservation actions by state. 

The 2012 Prescribed Fire Use Survey states, “The most successful 
prescribed fire programs, no matter the location or level of 
difficulty, are the result of collaboration.”  The Rangewide 
Conservation Plan for Longleaf Pine states that “Frequently, 
agencies manage programs like fire control, prescribed burning, 
wildlife habitat, and timber management or plant ecology as 
separate, segregated programs without explicitly . . . accounting 
for the interrelated nature of land management.”  

Forestry/fire control agencies generally fail to address wildfire in the 
context of a need for prescribed fire; however, the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management 
Strategy, Phase II National Report lists “Restore and Maintain Landscapes” for increased resilience as 
one of three national goals with respect to wildfire management. This need for integration of 
prescribed fire and wildfire response at the state and local level is noted by many experts, SERPPAS, 
and the Longleaf Range-wide Conservation Plan.  SERPPAS is actively addressing this issue through 
its Prescribed Fire work group, which includes representatives from the Southern Group of State 
Foresters and National Coalition of Prescribed Fire Councils.

Increased interagency coordination can address a variety of problems, including:
• the current inability to burn across state/federal jurisdictional boundaries due to the fact that 

states and agencies do not generally recognize one another’s fire certifications (As of publication, 
the SERPPAS Prescribed Fire Work Group is investigating a pilot project to have Dept. of Defense 

firefighters become state certified in conducting prescribed fire 
to assist state agencies.) 
•inability for some federal/state land managers to allow well-
equipped and highly trained Nature Conservancy (TNC) fire 
crews to operate on public lands;
•disconnect between wildfire and prescribed fire messaging 
within state fire programs;
•lack of fire control, prescribed fire and wildlife habitat program 
integration, which decreases efficiency and can work at cross-
purposes on the ground.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCUXprV2FkcnN0T2M/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCUXprV2FkcnN0T2M/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.americaslongleaf.org/media/86/conservation_plan.pdf
http://www.americaslongleaf.org/media/86/conservation_plan.pdf
http://www.americaslongleaf.org/media/86/conservation_plan.pdf
http://www.americaslongleaf.org/media/86/conservation_plan.pdf
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 Public perception
Publicly owned sites can have difficulty achieving buy-in on prescribed burn plans if their local 
“Friends Group” is against prescribed burning.  In hardwoods habitat, such friends groups tend to 
be anti-thinning as well.  Education and outreach efforts can address this lack of understanding, and 
in such cases there is a distinct advantage in having a specific communications audience - and 
usually one that values wildlife - with the potential to make an immediate impact.  Federal sites often 
have row crop agriculture immediately adjacent, which is not conducive to burning.   

Private Lands
Nearly 90% of forestland in the Southeast is privately owned, with about two-thirds of this in the 
hands of private non-industrial landowners.  There is no question that implementing prescribed fire 
across the Southeast at a scale capable of sustaining ecosystem health will require building capacity 
aimed at private landowners. Impediments affecting private landowners stem from both intrinsic 
factors, such as knowledge and attitudes, as well as extrinsic factors, such as the market availability 
of burn practitioners or the availability of public support in the form of training, services, equipment, 
or matching funds.  Impediments to achieving ecological benefits include the increasing fragmenta-
tion of habitats and parcelization of land.  Parcelization is the trend for increasingly small size of 
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ownership parcels, even in the absence of habitat fragmentation.  
Parcelization increases the planning and coordination burden of 
prescribed burns and can limit their size and effectiveness on a 
landscape scale.

 Capacity
Many experts assert that the demand for prescribed fire in EGCP 
states is increasing while the capacity to burn is not.  The supply of 
technical service providers and burn practitioners is insufficient 
virtually across the board.  There is also an increasing need for 
training/certification of private landowners, many of whom could eventually implement prescribed 
fire on their own.  Capacity may be the single most important issue to address in promoting 
prescribed fire.  

Many experts agree that cost-share and technical assistance are 
important to landowners who are new to burning, those who have 
limited resources, or those who are not convinced that it is 
essential.  Prescribed fire councils are active in organizing, targeting 
and promoting training courses for landowners.  Once landowners 
have received training and participated in a few burns, their 
confidence level often leads them to burn independently, without 
the need for cost-share or technical support -- a result that is crucial 
to landscape scale application of prescribed fire. 

 Coordination
Fragmented landscapes make prescribed burning at scale very difficult, particularly on private lands.  
Habitat fragmentation and parcelization (increasingly small size of ownership parcels) increases the 
need for coordination - whether across jurisdictional or ownership lines.  Prescribed Burn 
Associations, which are one means of increasing landowner capacity to burn by sharing resources, 
can also provide an effective means of organizing larger burns across property lines.  State Forest 
Action Plans cite goals for addressing prescribed fire in the context of increasing urbanization and 
wildand-urban interface fuel loads, often with an emphasis on greater outreach to private 
landowners.

 Liability
One of the biggest and most intractable impediments to an 
expanded use of prescribed fire by private landowners is fear of law 
suits.  Although every state in the EGCP has provided some degree 
of prescribed fire liability protection, these protections cannot 
prevent people from suing.  A series of “Laws and Liability for 
Prescribed Fire” in Southeastern states were prepared by the Univ. 
of North Carolina School of law in 2013 (See Appendix 13).  The 
summaries of EGCP states available at time of publication included 
AL, LA, and MS.

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
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In our litigious society, landowners are concerned about the time and cost of potential law suits even 
if ultimately they are not held liable.  This is an issue that concerns both individual, non-industrial 
private land owners as well as lands managed commercially for income by timber companies, TIMOs 
(Timber Investment Management Organizations) and REITs (Real Estate Investment Trusts).  A TIMO 
is a management group that aids institutional investors - often pension funds - in managing their 
timberland.  A REIT is a company that owns and, in most cases, operates income-producing real 
estate - including but not limited to timberlands - for the purpose of reducing corporate taxes.  In 
fact, large corporate owners may have stronger liability concerns because they can feel like a 
lucrative target for law suits.

One potential solution to this problem is liability insurance.  The issue then becomes one of cost and 
availability - currently affordable insurance for prescribed fire is hard to find and policies often do not 
cover “pollution” or smoke impacts from prescribed fire.

Whether at a state level or through individual Prescribed Burn Associations, affordable group liability 
insurance coverage is one of the key components necessary to encourage more controlled burns on 
private lands in the South.  This is an activity that the SERPPAS Prescribed Fire Work Group is actively 
pursuing, and they have provided a list of insurance options in 
collaboration with NC State Extension.

Liability concerns also limit the delivery of public resources in 
support of prescribed fire on private lands.  For example, USFWS 
agency regulations prohibit the Partners for Fish & Wildlife (PFW) 
program from funding any prescribed burns on private lands 
because that would constitute liability.  PFW can provide support in 
the form of equipment and manpower, but the burn must be led by 
another organization and planned and conducted according to 
National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) standards, which 
are high.  In KY, most PFW-supported burns are led by The Nature 
Conservancy.
 
 Smoke management/air quality
A private landowner’s ability to use prescribed fire can be 
circumscribed by regulations designed to protect air quality when 
burn days are whittled away.  The result is that much of the demand 
for prescribed burn practitioners and support is funneled into a 
narrower and narrower range of available burn days. 

Public and Private Lands

 Public perception
The lack of public understanding of the importance of fire is widespread and affects the ability to 
burn on both public and private lands.  There is little quantitative data on the awareness, attitudes, 
and behaviors of various target audiences toward fire-dependent ecosystems and management.  Yet,

http://cnr.ncsu.edu/blogs/southeast-fire-update/2013/11/15/prescribed-fire-liability-insurance-options/
http://cnr.ncsu.edu/blogs/southeast-fire-update/2013/11/15/prescribed-fire-liability-insurance-options/
http://www.nwcg.gov
http://www.nwcg.gov
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according to the Southern Wildfire Risk Assessment, “The South is one of the fastest growing 
regions in the nation, with an estimated population growth of 1.5 million people per year. The South 
also consistently has the highest number of wildfires per year.”  According to Alabama State Forestry, 
recent surveys conducted across the South have established that the general public does not 
understand the concept of prescribed fire, prescribed burning, or controlled burning. All three terms 
are equally confusing and are viewed negatively by most people.

When people do not understand or care about prescribed fire, they will react with fear or alarm to 
smoke, which can ultimately translate into pressure to restrict fire, such as county-wide burn 
restrictions. To prevent increasing resistance to smoke in the general populace, conservationists 
need to expand existing education campaigns to promote tolerance of smoke from prescribed fires.  
The Southern Group of State Forester’s “One Message, Many Voices” campaign in support of 
prescribed fire recommends couching messages in terms of forest health and maintaining a forest in 
balance.  As part of this campaign, the Visit My Forest website was developed to expose outdoor-
oriented public audiences to the Good Fire message.  Messaging for people living in the wildland-
urban interface, where fire risk is often greatest, should include safety information about how to 
respond to smoke.  Public understanding of this would benefit both public and private lands.  

Controlled burning traditions can fade or be lost to the onslaught of rapid ex-urban development.  
Only proactive efforts to engage landowners and maintain an educated populace can address this 
issue.  The National Cohesive Wildland Fire Strategy: Southeastern Regional Assessment of 2011 
emphasizes the need for continuous education and outreach to landowners - as do many experts 
interviewed.  In particular, nontraditional or new landowners are a key audience because they often 
purchase property for the enjoyment of scenery and wildlife, yet they tend to be most unfamiliar with 
prescribed fire.  Experts recommend educational materials and incentives to encourage landowners 
to actively manage land for wildlife and include fire.  Educational materials could potentially be 
delivered through rural realtors and NRCS/state wildlife agencies when landowners seek technical 
assistance.  

 Wildlife Management/Forestry Gap
There is at times fundamental disagreement between, on one side, 
state forestry agencies and consulting foresters and, on the other, 
the state, federal and private entities that support wildlife habitat 
management.  State forestry agencies are admittedly suppression 
oriented, as they were established with a specific mandate to limit 
and manage wildfire.  A lot of foresters see prescribed fire as a tool 
for site preparation, but beyond that the use is considered more 
recreational, i.e. to benefit wildlife.

http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.goodfires.org
http://www.goodfires.org
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Yet, since the invention of Smokey Bear, the scientific community’s understanding of fire’s place in 
the ecosystem has vastly expanded.  This information has spread into the wildlife management 

community, which has largely embraced prescribed fire as an 
ecological imperative; meanwhile the technical ability to apply 
prescribed fire and manage smoke with precision has increased.  
Frustration arises because, in general, the forestry community has 
been slower to adopt prescribed fire: they do not generally see fire 
as a lost and necessary ecological function, rather as just another 
land management tool.  More than once experts explained that if 
area or county foresters wield power over granting burn permits 
but do not support prescribed fire, they can limit the number, type 
and timing of burns.  However, this is not the case in Mississippi 
and does not apply in all states.

The good news is that perception of this gap in perspective may be greater than the reality.  In the 
past few years, some forestry and wildlife groups have begun to seriously discuss and tackle these 
differences.   One expert noted:

“We (most of us from land grant universities) are paying the price, since Pinchot’s time, 
of having treated forestry and wildlife as two different professions.  But we both 
manage succession.  Half the time we have the same customers on the same land.  A 
lot of difference lies in how information is packaged and proposed.  Over time, as state 
forestry associations and fire councils are getting foresters and biologists in the same 
room together, we’re realizing that the gap is not that great.”

Climate Change
While many experts recognize the potential for impacts from climate change, there is still difficulty in 
linking down-scaled climate projections with site-specific effects.  Moreover, it is difficult to 
distinguish climate model uncertainty from predicted future variability in climate.  Mitchell et al. 
(2014, in press) reviewed climate change-fire interactions in the Southeast and conclude, “The 
uncertainty surrounding climate projections will dominate planning for future fire management in the  
Southeast U.S. . .  This region has the greatest area burned by prescribed fire, the highest number of 
wildfires in the continental U.S., and contains globally significant hotspots of biodiversity, much of 
which is dependent on frequent fire.”  Because fire is weather-dependent and prescribed fire has a 
mitigating role in the risk for wildfires, severe droughts could result in more wildfires while 
simultaneously limiting the ability to conduct prescribed burns.  These changes, in turn, could have 
strong impacts on the ability of Southeastern forests to provide ecosystem services, such as water 
supply and carbon sequestration.  The authors suggest a range of options that include landscape-
scale strategies, such as burn prioritization, which may be important for mitigating the undesirable 
effects of a decreasing ability to apply prescribed fire across the region. 
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Regional Variation in Impediments 
Several experts from each of the six EGCPJV states were 
interviewed in developing this strategy.  Collectively, their 
comments highlight regional variance in people’s attitudes toward 
prescribed fire, the extent to which the tradition of burning still 
exists, and the general types of messages or assistance that would 
be most likely to motivate them.  Inland states at distance from the 
coast with hillier topography tend to have less of a burn culture.  
These factors contribute to less support for prescribed fire from 
agencies in Tennessee and Kentucky, but even that is changing.  

• Florida panhandle - This region has a well-established culture of prescribed burning and large 
programs in place to burn regularly.  

•Gulf coastal communities - Vacation and seasonal residents tend to 
have very little understanding of prescribed fire and are often 
alarmed and resentful about smoke if it occurs during their limited 
vacation time.
•Coastal plains of Alabama - Burning is still a part of the culture; 
there is more demand from landowners to burn than can be met; the 
amount of prescribed burning is limited by availability of resources 
for cost-sharing.
•Montane Alabama - Not as much 
burning occurs here.  Landowners 

are apprehensive.  Many landowners are new or nontraditional, 
purchasing property as a lifestyle choice.  This audience is likely 
to respond to messages about managing for wildlife.

• Mississippi - Attitudes toward controlled burns vary in the state.  
Many places no longer have a fire culture, but in others 
significant demand exists.  More burns could occur with more 
resources, including personnel to spearhead the formation of 
Prescribed Burn Associations.

• Southeastern Louisiana - Fire is no longer a part of the culture, and prescribed burning is 
increasingly more difficult due to urbanization and shifting landowner management philosophies.  
Also, landowners tend to be skeptical about the benefits of burning and concerned over liability 
issues associated with prescribed burning activities.

• Most of TN and KY, parts of northern MS, montane AL and the parishes of southeast LA - All have 
lost or nearly lost their fire culture.

• TN and KY - Forestry agencies in these states generally do not promote prescribed fire.  While 
they recognize the value of prescribed fire in some cases, there is still skepticism as to its value in 
oak or mixed oak forests.  They generally leave it to their partners to promote and implement 
prescribed burning.  TN  passed a “right to burn” law in 2012, which includes a burn certification 
training program.  Prescribed burning is concentrated in the grasslands/prairies/oak woodlands 
of western TN and KY, not oak forests.  A fire culture could be regained in this region with 
sufficient support.  In KY there tends to be a fear of fire, possibly due to a high arson rate and 
many small tracts with people living on site. 
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It has been said that fire in the Southeast is as natural as rain, wind, and sunlight - and just as 
essential to ecosystem health.  Yet alone among these elements, fire in the Southeast is a process 
that in large part is dependent upon humans to occur.  Native American use of fire largely drove the 
extent of burning throughout the East Gulf Coastal Plain, with the exception of coastal areas and 
Florida, where many ignitions from lightning occur.  Because fire dependent ecosystems require 
human actions for their maintenance today, it is not enough to remove impediments to the use of 
prescribed fire.  Rather than viewing prescribed fire as just another tool in the toolbox, society must 
recognize and embrace its role in providing fire as an essential ecosystem process. 

The EGCPJV’s Prescribed Fire Communications goals for policy, outreach and education are aimed at 
achieving just that.  What follows is a list of communications messages aimed at specific and 
appropriate audiences.  Messages are listed only once, although some messages will be useful in 
achieving more than one goal (for example, “fire is a science-based cost-effective land management 
tool” is a policy argument as well as an educational message).  

EGCPJV communications concerning prescribed fire will be ongoing and multi-faceted.  As such, the  
Joint Venture board and staff will select the type and the phasing of communications activities and 
audiences according to their organizational, partnership and scientific priorities.  Six communications 
projects of high priority to the EGCPJV are identified on pages 52-53.  The messages in this section 
are organized according to the goals they are aimed at achieving, providing a “menu” of the most 
important points to make with appropriate audiences.  Messaging may be reworked for various 
purposes.  The detailed information provided in the discussion section of each message, as well as in 
the Appendices, provides abundant raw material for a diversity of communications products.  The 
choice and phasing of communications should also be responsive to opportunities that arise, and 
external factors that could influence, delay, or increase the urgency of specific communications 
activities (such as wildfires in the news).

SECTION(III
�����������������������������������
������������������������
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POLICY GOAL:  Support and advocate the establishment and/or strengthening of laws, policies, 
budgets and regulations required to consistently allow and apply prescribed fire across the 
Southeast.

The EGCPJV can play a role in achieving policy goals by helping to formally build consensus about 
the need for increased prescribed fire, the ramifications of insufficient support for prescribed fire and 
its links to other urgent policy issues, such as listed species and community safety.  The Joint Venture  
is in a position to align the communications of a broad group of organizations with an interest in 
wildlife.  This group includes private nonprofit organizations who are best suited to conveying policy 
messages directly to target audiences.  Target audiences consist primarily of government 
representatives and agencies at various levels. 

1. Message:  Every state in the Southeast 
needs to establish, define and protect the right 
to use prescribed fire, and seek to do so as 
consistently as possible.

Audience:  State legislatures, county 
governments

Discussion
The right to burn and freedom from fear of 
lawsuits are the prerequisites for any 
meaningful expansion of prescribed fire.  
Generally, every state in the EGCP region has a 
law that defines the legal negligence standard 
to which prescribed burn practitioners will be 
held in the case of a law suit.  However, the 
degree of negligence varies. The standard of 
negligence that is most desirable is gross 
negligence, which “dramatically reduces the 
burden on defendant (i.e., landowner or burner 
in the case of prescribed fires.” (Liability of 
Using Prescribed Fires on Forestlands and State 
Legislation Evolution.

Prescribed Fire Councils throughout the 
Southeast have been instrumental in 
establishing or improving prescribed fire 
legislation.  Every state except Kentucky has 
laws that define standards for burning which 

include some type of permitting as well as 
certification and training of the responsible 
party.  However, the Kentucky Prescribed Fire 
Council is working to establish such legislation.  
Permitting requires that landowners plan burns 
and obtain permission to burn on the day of 
the burn.  Certification defines the level of 
knowledge and skill that burn practitioners 
must achieve before they are allowed to lead 
burns and usually includes state-sponsored 
training programs.  Both of these requirements 
often go hand-in-hand with liability laws, by 
defining the standards considered sufficient to 
have acted in a responsible (i.e. not negligent) 
manner.

It is beyond the scope of this Communications 
Strategy to provide a detailed and accurate 
picture of prescribed fire law in all states.  
SERPPAS is working with University of NC law 
interns who at time of publication have nearly 
completed a summary of burn law for each of 
the Longleaf states, including burn rules, 
liability protections related to smoke and fire 
(levels of negligence) and examples from case 
law.  These documents can guide detailed 
communications on this topic. (See Appendix 
13.)

http://sofew.cfr.msstate.edu/papers/0519sun.pdf
http://sofew.cfr.msstate.edu/papers/0519sun.pdf
http://sofew.cfr.msstate.edu/papers/0519sun.pdf
http://sofew.cfr.msstate.edu/papers/0519sun.pdf
http://sofew.cfr.msstate.edu/papers/0519sun.pdf
http://sofew.cfr.msstate.edu/papers/0519sun.pdf
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
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Furthermore, the degree to which states allow 
county level jurisdictions to impose burn bans 
also varies.  For example, Kentucky law states 
that “a city or county may enact an ordinance 
banning all open burning during periods of 
extraordinary forest fire hazard or fire 
occurrence.”  On the other hand, in Mississippi 
while municipalities may ban burning, any 
county seeking to enact a burn ban must first 
seek approval from the Mississippi Forestry 
Commission (MFC).  MFC provides for 
exemptions, including 
prescribed fire, to such local 
regulations.  

 2. Message:  Increase state  
forestry/wildlife agency 
budgets for prescribed fire.  
There is often greater public demand for 
prescribed fire than state agencies can meet!  

Audience:  State legislatures; executive 
leadership of state resource agencies

Discussion
State forestry experts almost uniformly stated 
during the course of their interviews that 
prescribed fire activities had been affected by 
budget cuts or personnel reductions in recent 
years.  The Florida Forest Service alone 
appears to have come through the recession 
without staffing cuts, but even their budget has 
tightened as the costs of running equipment 
have risen.  Additionally, many state agency 
interviewees - whether forestry or wildlife 
agency personnel - as well as NRCS program 
staff said that the demand for prescribed fire 
exceeds the ability to supply it.  State forestry 
agency services, private vendors, and on-the-
ground training for landowners who wish to 
undertake prescribed burning themselves are 
insufficient to meet demand in many places.

Leaders at the Alabama Forestry Commission 
expressed the need for a burn coordinator such 
as those employed by the states of Georgia 

and Florida.  A coordinator would increase the 
agency’s ability to organize and provide 
training, promote prescribed fire, and manage 
airsheds during the busy burn season of 
February/March when demand for burn permits  
is routinely 600 to 800 per day.  The state has 
been hit with budget reductions that have 
affected equipment availability and the ability 
to conduct prescribed burns.  

Appropriations in the state of Mississippi have 
gone down since 2008 with Forestry 
Commission personnel cut by 35% from 
approximately 650 to 420 employees.  At the 
same time, more and more people are signing 
up for hazard mitigation/proximity burning.  
Mississippi has an acreage tax based on 
forested acres, required by 1972 legislation, 
which provides a revolving account for 
equipment purchases.  While the tax income 
has stayed fairly constant over time, equipment 
costs have increased.  

The Louisiana Department of Agriculture & 
Forestry likewise has lost 50% of its budget and 
50% of its people over the last 5 years; this has 
led to reductions in the amount of prescribed 
burning the agency conducts.  

In the past few years, the state of Kentucky has 
placed a cap on its full-time employees in the 
Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources 
(KDFWR), which has directly impacted their 
ability to manage seasonal burn crews while the 
Kentucky Division of Forestry has lost 24 full-
time personnel, which translates into a loss of 
over 60 firefighters (managed by the FTEs).  

The Tennessee Division of Forestry 2012 “right 
to burn” law established certification criteria.  
Additional funds to support this training could 
accelerate the program to meet demand, which 
is increasing at least in part thanks to the 
Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency’s Farm 
Wildlife Habitat program and NRCS programs. 

http://forestry.ky.gov/ForestryPublications/Forestry%20Publications/Forest%20Protection%20Laws%20of%20Kentucky.pdf
http://forestry.ky.gov/ForestryPublications/Forestry%20Publications/Forest%20Protection%20Laws%20of%20Kentucky.pdf
http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
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3. Message:  Increased 
budgets for state resource 
and forestry agencies will 
ensure states can retain all of 
their Pittman-Robertson 
federal matching dollars.  

Audience:  State 
legislatures 

Discussion
Pittman Robertson (P-R) federal aid disbursed 
to states requires a 25% non-federal match, 
and states have a 2-year window within which 
to find the requisite match. States want to 
spend all those P-R dollars.  Since P-R dollars 
have gone up in the current administration, 
state agencies are hard pressed to provide 
sufficient match to retain all those dollars in-
state.  P-R dollars are essential for state wildlife 
habitat restoration and management projects, 
including prescribed burns.  If states cannot 
find sufficient match, those P-R dollars go back 
to the federal treasury.  One expert who works 
directly with EGCP states said some state 
agencies lack the staff to match the dollars they 
could receive, although they are stretching and 
trying to think creatively, collaborating with a 
diverse array of non-government partners.  
Given the relatively small and declining 
allocations for conservation activities within 
federal and state budgets, allowing P-R dollars 
to return to the federal treasury is something 
that should never happen!  

4. Message:  Increase 
federal budgets for 
prescribed fire; increase 
federal agency program 
expenditures in support of 
prescribed fire.  There is an 
ecological imperative for 
prescribed fire on lands that are legislatively 
mandated to be managed for the 
“conservation and protection of wildlife 
resources” or “multiple uses,” and it is not 

being met.  Lack of fire has direct 
consequences on ecological health, listed 
species, and hazardous fuels build up.

Audience:  Congress; executive 
leadership of federal resource agencies 
(to the extent they have authority to vary 
budget expenditures)

Discussion
Both the US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) 
and the US Forest Service (USFS) have suffered 
significant cutbacks in funding for prescribed 
fire in recent years.  The USFWS  pays for 
prescribed fire out of its hazardous fuels 
budget, which pays for treatments that reduce 
the risk of catastrophic wildfire to people, 
communities, and natural resources.  According 
to the USFWS, prescribed fire “mitigates 
hazards, and improves or maintains natural 
resource conditions outside the wildland-urban 
interface on Department of Interior lands that 
provide critical habitat for species at risk and 
listed species.”  
• FY09: USFWS hazardous fuels reduction 

(HFR) funding in the Southeast region 
peaked at $7.57.   

• By FY13, the HFR budget had been reduced 
by 42%.

• FY16 budget forecasts predict elimination of 
the HFR budget.

Fire budget reductions have forced Service 
leaders to cut operations and reduce program 
size, which has resulted in an agency that is 
now way behind the level of support required 
to maintain the ecological health of its lands in 
the Southeast.  In this region of temperate 
climate and high rainfall, vegetation (fuels) 
grow rapidly.  The USFWS needs to burn over 
400,000 acres/year.  At peak 2010 budget 
levels, the agency got about 200,000 acres 
done.  At 2013 budget levels, the agency can 
only burn about 40,000 to 50,000 acres, and 
this will undoubtedly decrease significantly if 
the HFR budget is zeroed out.  In FY13, some
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National Wildlife Refuges such as Noxubee in 
Mississippi were using their own base funds to 
get their burning done.  

Likewise, the US Forest Service has had overall 
declining budgets in recent years.  Its FY14 
budget for Hazardous Fuels is projected to 
result in a reduction of 14% in acres treated 
compared to 2013.  Insufficient appropriations 
in recent years has made “fire borrowing” a 
common practice; borrowing involves taking 
funds from other Forest Service programs to 
pay for wildfire suppression.

The 2012 Interior appropriations bill began a 
process to reorganize the way in which Forest 
Service funds would be appropriated and spent 
by the agency.  “Integrated Resource 
Restoration takes a holistic approach to 
addressing the broad spectrum of restoration 
work by bringing it together under one budget 
line item.”  Funding for many formerly separate  
line item activities is being combined on a pilot 
basis in Regions 1, 3 and 4 - including the non-
Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) portion of the 
Hazardous Fuels budget.  This new flexibility is 
a double-edged sword that could allow for 
increased or decreased support for prescribed 
fire.  Under Integrated Resource Restoration, 
agency line officers have the flexibility to 
prioritize and implement projects, and 
collaboration with stakeholders is emphasized. 

The bottom line is that lower federal budgets 
limit the capacity to burn.  In Tennessee, there 
are four certified burners at NRCS for all of TN. 
Out of a total ~90 burn days per year, they may 
actually get to burn 10 of those due to weather 
limitations for certain prescriptions and the 
ability to provide manpower at the right times.  
Furthermore, the limited size of most 
landowner parcels means that unless it is 
possible to burn multiple tracts, they cannot 
get much done because it takes the same 
effort, whether burning 5 or 500 acres. 

5. Message:  Maintain 
State Wildlife Grant and 
Pittman Robertson 
expenditures, and allow 
states to apply these 
funds toward prescribed 
burning projects

Audience:  Congress, State resource 
agencies

Discussion
Since 2001, State and Tribal Wildlife Grants 
(SWGs) have been effectively promoting 
science and land management to benefit 
wildlife.  It is the only federal program with the 
explicit goal of preventing endangered species 
listings.  Since 2005, SWGs have addressed 
priority conservation needs outlined in State 
Wildlife Action Plans.  However SWG dollars in 
EGCP states have been declining pretty 
steadily since 2001, with FY13 receiving the 
second lowest SWG allocations in all six states, 
and FY11 being the lowest year in all cases.  

State Wildlife Grants may be used to support 
habitat management, including prescribed fire.  
SWG dollars have been the source of funding 
for some innovative programs, such as the 
Prescribed Burn Initiative (PBI) in Louisiana.  
Since 2008, SWGs have supported regionally-
focused PBIs, one in the West Gulf Coastal 
Plain and two in the East.  The EGCP PBIs hire 
private contractors to conduct the burn work, 
and since 2010 they have burned more than 
9000 acres.  See Appendix 3 for more 
information on Louisiana’s PBI.

The Wildlife Management Institute has begun 
working with southeastern states to pool both 
SWG and P-R funds to address rangewide 
conservation issues.  P-R dollars are essential 
for state wildlife habitat restoration and 
management projects, including prescribed 
burns.  It is critical that all states allow the 
expenditure of P-R dollars for prescribed fire.  

http://www.eenews.net/stories/1059989688
http://www.eenews.net/stories/1059989688
http://www.fs.fed.us/restoration/IRR/overview.shtml
http://www.fs.fed.us/restoration/IRR/overview.shtml
http://www.fs.fed.us/restoration/IRR/overview.shtml
http://www.fs.fed.us/restoration/IRR/overview.shtml
http://www.teaming.com/state-wildlife-action-plans-swaps
http://www.teaming.com/state-wildlife-action-plans-swaps
http://www.teaming.com/state-wildlife-action-plans-swaps
http://www.teaming.com/state-wildlife-action-plans-swaps
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVTJTYm1LZXZKeTg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVTJTYm1LZXZKeTg/edit?usp=sharing
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It is also critical to maintain robust funding for 
the SWG program.  See Appendix 2 for an 
overview of SWG expenditures from FY01 to 
FY13.

6. Message:  Fire is a safe 
and cost-effective science-
based land management 
tool.

Audience:  State 
resource 
management agencies/local 
government/landowners/the public

Discussion
Experts agree that prescribed fire is the most 
cost effective tool for managing undergrowth, 
controlling fuel levels and promoting native 
species in many habitats throughout the 
Southeast.  Prescribed fire beats the cost of 
mechanical treatments and herbicides.  Most 
experts cited prices ranging from $25 to $40 
per acre.  Several federal programs, such as the 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and the 
Environmental Quality Incentives Program 
(EQIP) - which now includes the Working Lands 
for Wildlife (WLFW) program - will pay for the 
cost of a prescribed burn, along with some 
state programs.  If a landowner does his/her 
own burning, their costs are substantially less.

NRCS program personnel pointed out that the 
agency “likes fire” because it is very cost 
effective and can return land with invasives or 
offsite species to a more naturalized plant 
community.  

7. Message:  Prescribed fire 
reduces the risk of wildfire 
and costs much less than 
wildfire.  Prescribed fire must 
be managed as an integral 
part of wildfire suppression 
and fuels reduction.  We 
need to stop devoting our resources to 

emergency room treatment and start spending 
them on preventive medicine.  Prescribed fire is  
the medicine that can help to reduce the 
frequency and intensity of wildfires as well as 
accelerated species listings in the Southeast.

Audience:  Congress, federal and state 
resource management agencies, land 
managers, local government, resource-
dependent commercial enterprise, the 
public

Discussion
In the words of one state forestry agency 
leader:  “We need to find ways to spend funds 
to facilitate prescribed burns to control fuels 
instead of spending huge amounts to fight 
wildfires after fuels become too much.”  The 
Longleaf Rangewide Conservation Plan also 
states, “Neither the essential, ecological role of 
fire nor the tradeoffs between fire management 
smoke and wildfires is universally recognized.”

Considered in the light of future climate change 
projections for the Southeast - a region with the  
highest application of prescribed fire and also 
the highest number of wildfires in the lower 48 
states - prescribed fire will only become more 
important.  Any future limitations to prescribed 
burning or increase in the severity of fire 
regimes will likely have strong impacts on 
ecosystem services, such as water supply, 
provided by forests of the Southeast.  (Mitchell 
et al., 2014, in press)

Opportunity:  A well-managed consistent 
prescribed fire program can reduce the risk of 
wildfire, yet there is little geospatial data or 
analysis of the preventive benefits of prescribed 
fire in the Southeast.  A few studies in recent 
years have sought to show how prescribed fire 
reduced the size of wildfires, with one of those 
from the Southeast (Merritt Island, FL).  
Likewise there is a dearth of cost-benefit or 
policy analyses on the tradeoff between the 
smoke/costs of prescribed fire versus the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCZml6MXdfSjNLXzA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCZml6MXdfSjNLXzA/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/habitats/forests/newsroom/hazardous-fuels-program-in-fy2014-budget.xml
http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/habitats/forests/newsroom/hazardous-fuels-program-in-fy2014-budget.xml
http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/habitats/forests/newsroom/hazardous-fuels-program-in-fy2014-budget.xml
http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/habitats/forests/newsroom/hazardous-fuels-program-in-fy2014-budget.xml
http://www.forestsandrangelands.gov/strategy/documents/rsc/southeast/stories/fws-merritt-island-rx-success-story.pdf
http://www.forestsandrangelands.gov/strategy/documents/rsc/southeast/stories/fws-merritt-island-rx-success-story.pdf
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smoke/costs of wildfire, which can be much 
greater.  Such an analysis for the Southeast 
comparing the costs and benefits of prescribed 
fire vs. wildfire would provide a powerful 
argument for the integration of wildfire 
response and prescribed fire, as well as public 
acceptance of prescribed fire.  One expert 
suggested the EGCPJV could spearhead such a 
study by assisting with fundraising and 
oversight.

The Prescribed Fire Manager for the Florida 
Forest Service indicated one means of 
conducting such an analysis:

“When we know who is responsible for a 
wildfire (either accidental or intentional) 
we charge them with a suppression bill.  
This is calculated by applying an hourly 
rate for our employees and equipment 
to the amount of time they spent 
suppressing the fire.  One example of 
this is a 280-acre wildfire near Orlando.  
This fire generated a suppression bill of 
$32,000.00 (it took six days to control).  
If FFS had contracted to burn that same 
area at $25.00/acre the cost would have 
been $7,000.00 (and would have been 
completed in one day).”

8. Message:  It is critically 
important that wildlife 
habitat improvement, and 
specifically prescribed fire, 
be incorporated into 
guidelines for EQIP and 
other conservation programs 
of the Agricultural Act of 2014.  We need to 
expand the partnership between NRCS, 
resource agencies and private landowners to 
ensure that the EQIP program will support 
prescribed fire as a stewardship practice to 
benefit species of conservation concern, game 
species, and overall ecosystem health.  

 Audience:  NRCS State 
Conservationists and staffs, State 
Technical Committees of the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service, 
National Forest Resource Coordinating 
Committee, USFS State & Private 
Forestry, State Resource agencies and 
Joint Ventures

Discussion
Fire is as essential to southern ecosystems as 
water, wind and sunlight.  The conservation title 
of the Farm Bill is the primary means by which 
federal and, via partnerships, state agencies 
can incentivize landowners to use prescribed 
fire in a safe and beneficial way.  Congress 
recently renewed the legislation by passing the 
Agricultural Act of 2014.  This legislation rolled 
the former Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program 
(WHIP) into the Environmental Quality 
Incentives Program (EQIP).  The 2014 
guidelines for EQIP expenditures set a 
minimum of 5% of expenditures (or more) 
toward “restoration, development, protection, 
and improvement of wildlife habitat on eligible 
land.”  

EQIP will likely continue to support the 
“Working Lands for Wildlife,” (WL4W), program 
which is restricted to T&E species and in the 
Southeast is focused on gopher tortoise 
habitat.  This innovative program supports 
prescribed fire in longleaf pine, but not other 
habitat types.  For example, in Louisiana the 
WL4W program is restricted to 2 1/2 parishes 
with gopher tortoise soils.  The Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP), which suffered 
reductions in the 2014 Farm Bill will pay for 
prescribed fire as a mid-contract management 
activity, as will EQIP. 

NRCS program staff point out that it is 
important that programs such as Environmental 
Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) have true 
wildlife-beneficial practices - including 

http://agriculture.house.gov/farmbill
http://agriculture.house.gov/farmbill
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prescribed fire explicitly - as a mandate.  To this 
end, Louisiana Department of Wildlife & 
Fisheries officials are meeting with NRCS with 
the goal of ensuring that EQIP reflects wildlife 
values, and other EGCP states could benefit by 
conducting similar outreach.

The 2014 Farm Bill explicitly states with 
reference to EQIP expenditures, “In 
determining the practices eligible for 
payment . . . the Secretary shall consult with the  
relevant State technical committee not less 
often than once each year.”  The state 
Technical Committees and NRCS State 
Conservationists are therefore key audiences 
who need to embrace the importance of 
prescribed fire for natural habitats.

As an entity focused on birds and habitat 
conservation, Joint Ventures need to consider 
expanding JV-NRCS interactions.  A first step 
would be to invite the NRCS to attend EGCPJV 
Board meetings.

9. Message:  The “farm bill 
biologist” model works and 
should be considered in 
states that do not currently 
employ this model of 
stewardship.

Audience:  Natural Resource 
Conservation Service state 
conservationists and staffs 

Discussion
Several states (including MS and KY) within the 
East Gulf Coastal Plain have successfully 
implemented partnerships between the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and the  
state wildlife agencies or NGOs to create 
positions commonly known as “Farm Bill 
biologists” or sometimes, “private lands 
biologists” (not to be confused with state 
agency staff who work on private lands).  
Generally, the partnerships are a 50-50 cost-
share between the state agency or NGO and 

the NRCS.  Whoever comes to the table with 
matching dollars is usually the one that officially 
employs the staff, though they are often 
located elsewhere.  For example, in KY many 
Farm Bill biologists work under the state 
resource agency but operate out of NRCS 
offices.  These positions usually write wildlife 
management plans and provide linkage 
between the two organizations.  

NRCS contracting workloads are such that 
technical staff welcome the additional support 
that Farm Bill biologists provide.  State 
agencies have technical expertise, but often 
lack the programmatic resources that NRCS can 
offer to private landowners.  These partnership 
positions combine the strengths of the 
agencies and increase their overall ability to 
work on private lands effectively. They have 
also been very beneficial in promoting 
prescribed fire and grassland restoration.

10. Message:  Multi-state 
analyses of both State 
Wildlife Action Plans and 
State Forest Action Plans, 
focusing on landscapes 
across boundaries and the 
overlapping priorities in 
these plans, would be tremendously useful in 
helping agencies and partners focus their 
conservation efforts.  State Wildlife Action Plans 
should more explicitly recognize the need for 
prescribed fire when describing specific habitat 
types and species of concern. 

Audience:  State wildlife and forestry 
agencies, nonprofit conservation 
partners

Discussion
In addition to SWAPs, all states now have 
Statewide Forest Resource Assessments and 
Strategies, or Forest Action Plans, as a result of 
requirements in the 2008 Farm Bill.  Similar to 
SWAPs, but with a focus on forests within state

http://www.forestactionplans.org
http://www.forestactionplans.org
http://www.forestactionplans.org
http://www.forestactionplans.org
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boundaries, Forest Action Plans develop 
strategies to address threats and improve forest 
health.  They analyze forest conditions and 
trends and delineate priority forest landscape 
areas.  They offer practical, long-term plans for 
investing state, federal, and other resources 
where they can be most effective in achieving 
national conservation goals.  

An analysis of state wildlife and forest action 
plans to identify common priorities would 
foster expanded cooperation and leverage 
resources for conservation.  Such an analysis 
could include an overlay that identifies priority 
landscapes for focusing prescribed burning 
with the goal of maximizing benefits to birds 
and other types of wildlife.  One logical partner 
in this effort would be the U.S. Endowment for 
Forestry & Communities, which focuses on 
forestry issues to “advance systemic, 
transformative and sustainable change for the 
health and vitality of the nation's working 
forests and forest-reliant communities.”  This 
analysis is one aspect of the broader need to 
plan for fire landscapes and conservation at the 
landscape scale (see p. 42, Outreach Message 
#3).

State Wildlife Action Plans developed by the 
six states of the EGCP do an admirable job, on 
the whole, of discussing the ecological role of 
fire and the importance of prescribed fire in key 
habitats.  The extent to which every specific 
habitat type is identified as fire dependent 
varies widely, however.  For example, some 
habitats may include no discussion of fire, but 
may list “altered fire regime” as a threat.  In 
every case where fire must be managed or 
reintroduced to protect or restore habitat, this 
should be explicitly stated and explained.

11. Message:  Agencies should seek to include 
privately held inholdings in prescribed burns on 
public lands. 

Audience:  US 
Forest Service, US 
Fish & Wildlife 
Service, state 
resource agencies

Discussion
One forestry consultant said he had clients with 
inholdings in Forest Service and National 
Wildlife Refuge lands, both of which conduct 
burns quite a bit on their own lands.  If there 
were a way for landowners to piggy back with 
public agencies during their burns, it would 
save everyone money and succeed in getting 
more acreage burned with minimal effort.  
Right now the federal agencies have to plow 
fire lanes to keep the fire off the private lands.  
Other experts pointed this out as well.

In Louisiana, private land previously owned by 
Willamette Industries is being burned by the 
USFS under the Wyden Amendment, because 
it borders a national forest.  This mechanism 
could potentially be more widely used to 
promote burning on buffer lands that border 
national forests.

The Florida Forest Service commented they 
recognize that in order to achieve several of 
their objectives on Wildlife Management Areas, 
having the ability to include adjacent lands in 
their burn program is very important.  They are 
also aware of numerous obstacles that inhibit 
them from doing this, but are always looking 
for ways to overcome them.  While this is likely 
a long-term process, they say any help in this 
regard would be beneficial. 

http://www.usendowment.org
http://www.usendowment.org
http://www.usendowment.org
http://www.usendowment.org
http://www.fs.fed.us/spf/coop/wyden/
http://www.fs.fed.us/spf/coop/wyden/
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12. Message:  Much of the 
demand for prescribed 
burning expertise and 
support is being funneled 
into a narrower and narrower 
range of available burn days 
due to both variable/
changing weather patterns and burn permitting 
standards.  Land managers are also being 
forced to burn smaller pieces of land to 
mitigate smoke impacts.  Available burn days 
can be increased by changing smoke 
dispersion requirements and/or the season of 
burning.

Audience:  State or local environment, 
air quality and/or forestry agencies

Discussion
It is important to protect public health from 
smoke impacts, yet this is a balancing act 
because prescribed fire also has public health 
benefits in the form of reducing wildfire risk and 
promoting general forest health.  In MS, smoke 
dispersion standards were lowered to allow 
greater flexibility in issuing burn permits.  
Another alternative is to expand the timing of 
prescribed burns beyond the typical burning 
season.  For example, growing season burns 
are often desirable from the standpoint of 
wildlife benefits as well. 

Technological advances have increased the 
precision of models that predict smoke 
behavior based on forecasted weather 
conditions, which can also lead to an increase 
in the range of burn days 
available. 

13. Message:  Affordable 
prescribed fire insurance is 
sorely needed, and it may 
also represent a business 
opportunity.  

Audience:  Insurance companies

Discussion
More affordable liability insurance for 
prescribed fire is a need across the South, a 
need recognized by many experts and in the 
SERPPAS Comprehensive Plan.  The demand 
for prescribed fire is increasing while the supply 
of those who can provide the service is 
insufficient to meet that demand.  The TN 
Division of Forestry Fire Chief pointed to the 
cost of liability insurance as a deterrent to 
vendors and landowners alike.  

While state fire councils continue striving to put 
laws in place that will decrease landowner 
liability, many states already have laws on the 
books.  These laws generally require that 
prescribed burners obtain training and 
certification. (See Appendix 13)  These highly 
professional training programs greatly reduce 
the risk of smoke impacts or an escaped fire.  
Insurance companies may be recognizing that 
the certification of prescribed fire is an asset 
that can make such insurance policies less risky. 

Pooled insurance can help meet the demand 
for more affordable liability insurance.  
Prescribed Fire Councils and Prescribed Burn 
Associations (PBAs) in several southeastern 
states have obtained or are seeking to obtain 
liability insurance policies that can cover all of 
their members to make costs more affordable.  
For example, PBAs working through State 
Prescribed Fire Councils in Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Texas are seeking to pool their markets for 
liability insurance to secure coverage.  Another 
recent example is the Longleaf Alliance 
insurance program to cover private landowners 
conducting prescribed burns on their own 
property, provided through Outdoor 
Underwriters.  

However, one expert from Mississippi noted 
that prescribed fire liability policies generally 
exclude “pollution,” which is where smoke is 
covered.  Smoke is the greatest liability risk 

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B7OEhGi--LTCY0Q1RngwWjE0bHc&usp=sharing
https://lla.outdoorunderwriters.com/default.aspx
https://lla.outdoorunderwriters.com/default.aspx
https://lla.outdoorunderwriters.com/default.aspx
https://lla.outdoorunderwriters.com/default.aspx
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associated with prescribed fire.  Yet, like 
certification training, weather models can 
accurately forecast and predict the behavior of 
smoke 24 hours in advance, greatly decreasing 
risk.  These models are being updated and 
improved all the time.  

Prescribed fire is in demand across the South, 
and many organizations are working toward a 
“break out” in the public consciousness that 
recognizes its importance.  Insurance 
companies have a role to 
play in this process.  

14. Message:  Visit My 
Forest should be a 
prominent link on all State 
Forestry websites, and 
wildlife agency websites as 
well.  This website is the public interface to the 
“good fires” message, developed through the 
One Message Many Voices campaign.  
However, in many cases information about 
prescribed fire and the Visit My Forest weblink 
are still absent or hard to find on resource 
agency websites.

Audience:  State resource management 
agencies, EGCPJV Management Board 
members

Discussion
Various experts in state agencies as well as 
observers agree that forestry and resource 
agency websites can be difficult to navigate to 
find prescribed fire resources.  These are the 
sites that arguably reach more of the potential 
“prescribed fire” market than any others.  A 
consistent prescribed fire message that is more 
uniformly visible or easier to find would be a 
big step toward educating both private 
landowners looking for stewardship information 
as well as the public and other interested 
parties.  A first step is to provide a home page 
link to the Visit My Forest website.

Examples of this problem include:  Florida 
provides a direct link to the Visit My Forest 
website - developed as a backdoor to the 
“good fires” message by the OMMV campaign 
- and a direct link to “Good Fires” on its 
prescribed fire page.  However, even in Florida 
- as in most other state forestry agencies, one 
must search and click at least 3 levels down 
from the homepage to find information on 
prescribed fire.  The Mississippi Forestry 
Commission has a link to prescribed fire 
training on their homepage, but does not seem 
to describe burn information (including burn 
permits) using the term “prescribed fire” 
anywhere else on their site.  Kentucky appears 
to have no information about prescribed fire.

Good news is that the MFC is about to 
redesign their site with some creative program 
development funding obtained from an FY2013 
USFS Redesign Grant.  Entitled “Longleaf Pine: 
An Ecosystem Created by Fire and Upgrade of 
MFC Website to Mobile Device Compatible 
Version with Online Burn Permit and other 
Applications,” the funded project includes a 
landowner prescribed fire education program 
that will conduct participatory demonstration 
burns and a website redesign.  The website 
redesign will include a more prominent 
prescribed fire message on the site’s 
homepage.  

15. Message:  County 
and municipal 
governments in the 
Southeast have a 
significant role to play in 
the protection of their local forests’ health, 
quality of life, and management of wildfire risk 
through measures that protect the continued 
use of prescribed fire.

Audience:  County and municipal 
governments, land use planning 
departments, prescribed burn 
associations

http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.goodfires.org
http://www.goodfires.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.visitmyforest.org
http://www.goodfires.org
http://www.goodfires.org
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Discussion
A number of examples of successful local 
initiatives across the South demonstrate how 
the ability to use prescribed fire can be 
preserved.  As noted earlier, the Mississippi 
Forestry Commission reviews all locally 
proposed burn bans and preserves the right to 
exempt prescribed fire from such bans.  
Prescribed Burn Associations and other local 
organizations are excellent vehicles for bringing 
the message about protecting prescribed fire 
to county governments. 

The Mississippi Prescribed Fire Council is 
seeking a mechanism for reaching out to all of 
the state’s counties to secure “Resolutions in 
support of prescribed fire.”  This is an idea 
borrowed from Georgia (see Appendix 12).

“Smoke corridors” are another solution that 
have been implemented in Florida.  Such 
county-wide local ordinances create smoke 
corridors for the parks within their jurisdiction. 

The Sarasota County Smoke Corridor ordinance 
establishes and delineates a smoke transport 
and dispersion trajectory for prescribed burns 
within a park. Developers are then required to 
give potential buyers of downwind lots a copy 
of the ordinance, stating that the lot is located 
in a smoke corridor and will occasionally be 
impacted by smoke from “ecological 
fire.” (Brenner, 1995)

Effective means of outreach to local 
governments include:
• highlighting effective local programs (what 

they are doing “right”) within the context of 
local ecosystem dynamics and management 
needs; 

• recognizing officials who have supported 
effective local programs; 

• focusing on ways to avoid the negative 
impacts of fire; and

• pointing to the success of “beacon 
sites” (see Appendix 4).

OUTREACH GOAL:  Foster the adoption and increased application of prescribed fire among 
EGCP resource program and management communities by providing science-based information and 
training and by focusing on achieving ecological, wildlife, and habitat benefits.  Include a focus on 
recruitment and training of professionals and consultants to increase overall capacity for conducting 
prescribed burns.

One definition of outreach is “A systematic attempt to provide services beyond conventional limits, 
such as to particular segments of a community.”  This outreach goal seeks to bring more consistent, 
specific or technical information about prescribed fire to an audience that in some cases may already 
be informed: staff of government assistance programs for private land stewardship, foresters, fire 
control experts, state and federal resource agencies, wildlife consultants, and consulting foresters.  
However, additional information is often needed to promote greater recognition of fire dependent 
habitats, the ecological value of prescribed fire, and the benefits of landscape scale planning to 
enable greater application of prescribed fire when managing habitats.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCcFdXc19NaVduXzA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCcFdXc19NaVduXzA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCZENJci1iR25sb28/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCZENJci1iR25sb28/edit?usp=sharing
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1. Message:  The wildlife 
community wants to work 
more closely with the 
forestry community to 
integrate conservation, 
management and prescribed 
fire information and 
technical assistance with the goal of improving 
our overall effectiveness on-the-ground. 

Audience:  US Forest Service and 
national forests, state forestry agencies, 
forestry extension offices, the forestry 
science community, consulting foresters 
and wildlife consultants

Discussion
Because there are some areas of disagreement 
among the wildlife management and forestry 
communities, many experts agree that it is 
important and effective to get the two groups 
working together to share information, learn 
from one another, gain new perspectives and 
focus on common interests with respect to land 
management and prescribed fire.  Such 
outreach between the two communities has 
and is occurring, and should be increased.

Experts interviewed cited the following as 
effective means of increasing collaboration 
between the wildlife and production forestry 
perspectives:
• collaborative development of “desired 

forest conditions for wildlife” silvicultural 
and fire guidelines;

• collaborative development of management 
protocols to achieve SFI (Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative) certification standards in 
industrial forests;

• management prescriptions that benefit a 
diversity of wildlife; 

• wildlife accreditation for foresters;
• low-cost or free workshops for both 

audiences, providing professional CEUs;
• greater exchange at the university level 

among forestry and wildlife programs 

(longleaf ecology is still taught mostly in 
wildlife, not forestry);

• testimonials and examples of what has 
worked for both communities;

• development of business plans with 
consulting foresters (who make less in the 
current economy from timber sales 
compared to about 5 years ago); newer 
versions of plans can recognize the need for 
fire and section private land management 
plans in order to burn a portion every year.  
In this way, foresters/consultants can greatly 
increase their business opportunities. 

Some of the subjects that should be tackled 
include:
• silvicultural options for incorporating fire 

into forests managed primarily for timber - 
these are not well known or practiced by 
resource managers;

• the use of both warm season and cool 
season burns; some forestry agencies still 
promote cool season burns, primarily based 
on timber management concerns; however, 
open pine and grasslands historically 
burned primarily in summer and the results 
of focusing on cool season burns can be 
different;

• when to use pre-commercial thinning vs 
prescribed fire to promote habitat 
regeneration - in some cases thinning may 
actually be more expensive than burning.

Views between wildlife biologists and foresters 
are not that far with respect to prescribed fire; 
they differ most when the goal is timber 
management.  General areas of agreement 
include use of prescribed fire for native warm 
season grasses; site preparation for conversion 
to pine; understory burning (dependent on 
topography and potential for scorching); and 
wildlife management and fuel reduction in the 
wildland/urban interface.  

http://www.sfiprogram.org
http://www.sfiprogram.org
http://www.sfiprogram.org
http://www.sfiprogram.org
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Wildlife and production foresters can differ 
more on the frequency of burns - wildlife 
foresters tend to want more frequent burns, 
while production foresters prefer them less 
frequently.  Wildlife foresters often prefer more 
growing season burns because they can be 
more effective in opening up the ground to 
sunlight, which promotes the herbaceous 
understory.  Timber foresters want to avoid the 
damage that hotter growing season burns may 
cause their crop.  There is a definite need for 
more science-based agreements and education 
about prescribed fire’s compatibility with 
production forestry.  

Industrial timber management using prescribed 
fire

In the South, production pine forestry generally 
does not use burning for silviculture primarily 
for economic reasons.  The cost of prescribed 
burning has increased from ~$10 to $12 /acre 
to ~$25/ acre in recent decades due to the 
costs of liability insurance, as well as rising costs 
of labor and fuel.  In addition, with budget cuts, 
state agencies no longer provide the same 
level of prescribed burning service, and they 
also charge for it (is used to be free) so as not 
to compete with local vendors.  One consulting 
forester who manages over 175,000 acres of 
pine in Mississippi said that on pension fund 
lands, often owned by TIMOs, there is 
generally no burning for wildlife habitat.  There 
may be greater potential for collaboration on 
prescribed fire with timberland companies who 
seek SFI certification for their timberlands.

There are two cases in which plantation pine 
operations tend to use prescribed fire, and they 
are both site preparation:  (1) when a lot of 
debris prohibits planter access or (2) when 
there are germinant pine seedlings that need 
to be eliminated (to be replaced with new 
faster-growing genetically modified varieties).  
Herbicides that kill pines are not as effective as 
a good fire, and they are more expensive.  

Industrial foresters may also burn for pre-
commercial thinning needs.  When trees have 
grown beyond mechanical thinning, a 
prescribed fire will kill the weaker trees in an 
overstocked stand.  This also provides some 
wildlife benefit as well.  

Issues specific to hardwood forests and oak 
woodlands

The use of fire in oak woodlands is a 
controversial issue that deserves more 
clarification and attention in the form of 
strategic landscape scale planning, research 
and conservation.  It is unlikely that prescribed 
fire will ever attain its former scale within 
hardwood forests of the East Gulf Coastal Plain.  
Therefore, choices must be made that take into 
consideration limited resources, the lingering 
effects of historic land uses, the importance of 
areas to wildlife and rare species, future effects 
of climate change and the matrix of ownerships 
and land uses within which fire will be applied 
and managed.  This issue highlights the central 
role of humans in ecosystems - it is up to 
people to maintain conditions on the landscape 
that are desirable - and there are many different 
perspectives about what is desirable. 
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While practitioners and scientists agree that 
oaks are dependent upon regular disturbance, 
fire is often seen as just one form of 
disturbance.  Fire was widespread in the 
northern portions of the EGCP (northern AL 
and MS, TN, KY) in presettlement times and 
likely of more anthropogenic origin than in the 
coastal plains where lightning is more common.  
However, fire has been largely missing during 
the development of many extant oak forests in 
the eastern US today.  The production forestry 
community, in particular, does not regularly use 
or recommend the use of prescribed fire in oak 
forests because they view mechanical 
substitutes as equally effective, with less risk of 
damage to their product.  

On the other hand, scientific understanding of 
fire in oak systems is increasing, with fire often 
seen as necessary to address problems in oak 
regeneration and the “mesophication” of 
eastern forests.  (Mesophication is the process 
of conversion to more mesic species such as 
maple and sweetgum that are also less 
desirable for wildlife and timber and harder to 
burn.)  Wildlife managers see prescribed fire as 
useful for establishing new oak seedlings, 
reviving a diverse and open understory of 
native plants, converting closed canopy forest 
to a more open woodland or savannah 
community, and restoring mixed oak/pine back 
to open pine.  

Opportunity:  The fire consortia are a good way 
to investigate and disseminate integrated 
forestry/wildlife science-based messages.  The 
consortia do much more than publicize science; 
they provide outlets for groups such as the 
EGCPJV.  They have many means for sharing 
information: face to face, print, video, even 
town hall meetings.  The consortia have 
indicated their willingness to collaborate in 
such efforts with the Joint Venture.

2. Message:  The 
EGCPJV is willing to lead 
or contribute to the 
development of science-
based wildlife- and 
ecosystem-centric 
information about the 
need for fire on the landscape and the 
ecological results of prescribed fire.

Audience:  State natural resource 
agencies, federal and state program staff 
(NRCS, USFS, USFWS), forestry/wildlife 
consultants, prescribed fire vendors, 
private landowners

Discussion
Many experts agree that the EGCPJV is well-
suited to provide and disseminate science-
based wildlife- and ecosystem-centric 
information about the importance of prescribed 
fire.  In particular, the EGCPJV is an 
authoritative source for cataloguing and 
disseminating the benefits of fire to birds, 
including the benefits of growing season fire.  

Because so many southeastern habitats are fire-
adapted, restoration without the use of 
prescribed fire is likely to be suboptimal.  
Alternate forms of management may replicate 
elements of fire, but the results will not be 
identical.  Herbicide can be useful to facilitate 
restoration, but does not replace fire.  The 
details of this message vary according to the 
habitat.  

Prescribed fire in the South is important for 
many reasons.  The heart of the issue is that fire  
is required to maintain ecological health and 
integrity.  Lack of fire has degraded open pine 
systems and grasslands to the point where 
there is a disturbing parallel between the 
number of terrestrial species that are listed or 
proposed for listing in the Southeast and those 
that are dependent upon fire. Many such listed 
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or rare and declining species come from fire-
adapted habitats, such as the red-cockaded 
woodpecker, gopher tortoise, eastern indigo 
snake, Brown-headed nuthatch, Bachman’s 
sparrow and Henslow’s sparrow.  Northern 
bobwhite quail, an iconic game species that 
has declined precipitously in recent decades, 
also benefits from prescribed fire because 
these birds require relatively open native grass 
stands, which can only be managed with fire.

Opportunity:  The SERPPAS Prescribed Fire 
work group is currently developing an online 
Prescribed Fire Curriculum focused on the 
Southeast, with some training modules focused 
specifically on longleaf, but others focused 
more generally on prescribed fire techniques. 
Jennifer Evans, the Prescribed Fire Extension 
Assistant for SERPPAS, is developing the 
curriculum in consultation with the SERPPAS 
Prescribed Fire Work Group and the 
Southeastern fire chiefs.  The goal is to help 
integrate curriculum from the nine longleaf (SE 
coastal) states while helping them to save 
training resources that could be reallocated 
toward field work.  

The new course modules will be housed at 
campus.extension.org along with “Basic 
Prescribed Fire Training” (developed by John 
Weir), which focuses on rangelands.  They are 
hopeful that the new training could be used by 
NRCS to meet their prescribed fire training 
requirements.  SERPPAS indicated that as 
currently planned, a woodlands focus is lacking 
in these training modules.  Another opportunity 
is for the EGCPJV to contribute by developing 
a training module that provides the perspective 
of wildlife benefits from prescribed fire. Adding 
some modules focused on different habitats 
would benefit other players including NRCS.  

3. Message:  To achieve the full benefits of 
prescribed fire across the Southeast, landscape 
scale planning for fire should be a priority.  

Targeted delivery of 
prescribed fire in key 
regions will provide 
synergistic benefits with 
other conservation 
planning initiatives.  

Audience:  Federal 
and state resource agencies, USDA state 
conservationists, USDA State Technical 
Advisory committees, NRCS county-level 
working groups, program managers, 
land managers, Landscape Conservation 
Cooperatives and conservation 
biologists, conservation planning 
nonprofits, and any organization that 
conducts conservation planning

Discussion
There are benefits from concentrating habitat 
improvements from fire on the landscape.  
Research on soil, wildlife, and forests generally 
shows that targeted programs are more 
effective at producing good outcomes than 
those that are broad and diffuse.  Several 
southeastern planning efforts have made some 
effort to identify subregional priority 
landscapes for a variety of resource 
management objectives.  These include quail 
management priority zones, the open pine 
model for lower coastal plain pine habitats, and 
the Significant Geographic Areas identified in 
America’s Longleaf Conservation Plan.  

Landscape Conservation Cooperatives are in 
the midst of a far-ranging process to develop 
conservation “blueprints” that will identify 
highest priority conservation sites and 
associated actions.  An overlay of priority 
landscapes for focusing prescribed burning 
efforts to maximize benefits to birds would be a 
good addition to the mix.   

Landscape scale planning takes into account 
myriad factors and often, projections of future 
change, to designate geographic areas, habitat 

http://msucares.com/news/print/fwnews/fw10/100520.html
http://msucares.com/news/print/fwnews/fw10/100520.html
http://msucares.com/news/print/fwnews/fw10/100520.html
http://msucares.com/news/print/fwnews/fw10/100520.html
http://campus.extension.org
http://campus.extension.org
http://lccnetwork.org
http://lccnetwork.org
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management practices and species 
management priorities for the long-term.  
Long-term planning for habitat connectivity and 
migration in response to climate change effects 
should also include considerations related to 
the long-term viability of prescribed fire.  
Corridors and priority management zones 
appear to affect the character of prescribed 
fire.  For example, a study in 2012 (Brudwig, LA 
et al., 2012) found that corridor connectivity 
and associated edge effects, including a wind-
driven “bellows effect,” in shrubby/herbaceous 
habitat within a longleaf pine plantation 
resulted in hotter fire temperatures.  These 
same areas supported higher bunch grass 
cover during the field season after burning.  
This study found no evidence that corridors 
changed patterns of fire spread. 

Landscape planning involves the identification 
of priority sites and/or management for 
conditions that support wildlife.  A familiar 
example is the concentration of water quality 
improvement measures in priority watersheds.  
Focused application of prescribed fire in 
priority zones could contribute to the 
maintenance of species diversity, including rare 
species.  It may also protect some ecosystem 
services provided by Southeastern forests, for 
example water supply, by maintaining 
ecosystem health and limiting the increase in 
wildfires that is currently projected to occur 
under future climate scenarios.  Prescribed fire 
priority zones may allow larger, more cost-
effective burns, also making it more likely that a 
fire regime could realistically be continued into 
the future. 

Although such prioritization seems 
straightforward, in practice it can be difficult for 
agency staff to prioritize landowner assistance 
program expenditures geographically unless 
the priority areas are incorporated into program 
criteria.  Most state agencies use federal dollars  
for state programs and must therefore follow 

federal guidelines.  State funded programs 
have more discretion in how they prioritize their 
expenditures but remain subject to pressure 
from taxpayers.

The USFS State & Private Forestry Redesign 
funding allocation assumes that “collective 
efforts will be most effective if available 
resources are focused on issues and landscapes 
of national importance and prioritized, using 
state and regional assessments, on activities 
that promise meaningful outcomes on the 
ground.”  Several experts within state forestry 
agencies expressed openness to the idea of 
taking a landscape approach, working with 
landowners and managers to assess large 
areas.  Working with groups of landowners can 
also provide efficiencies of scale (it requires the 
same effort whether burning 5 or 500 acres.)

4. Message:  Program 
staff in state and federal 
agencies who administer 
cost-share and grant 
programs for private 
landowners will provide 
better service to 
landowners, taxpayers and the environment 
when they understand both the ecological and 
economic value of prescribed fire.  

Audience:  State resource and forestry 
agencies, USDA state conservationists, 
NRCS staff

Discussion
A number of experts noted that “often times 
the ecological value of fire is misunderstood or 
under-appreciated” among the program staff 
who could be supporting prescribed fire.  While  
state forestry agency staff may be very 
knowledgeable about fire, it is usually in the 
form of fire suppression. State foresters and 
conservation planners within NRCS and the
landowners they work with would all benefit 
from prescribed fire training or certification.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22645822
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22645822
http://spfnic.fs.fed.us/redesign/index.cfm?fuseaction=public.default
http://spfnic.fs.fed.us/redesign/index.cfm?fuseaction=public.default
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Some NRCS state offices require that their 
conservation planners receive prescribed 
burning certification training.  For example, in 
TN upwards of 150 NRCS staff receive an in-
house prescribed fire certification course 
developed in collaboration with Oklahoma 
State University.  This gives staff the basic 
knowledge they need to make the best land 
management planning decisions.  In Alabama, 
NRCS previously required their non-forestry 
staff to take the state prescribed fire 
certification course, but this has lapsed, and still 
other states have never required it.  

Support for restoration should be coupled 
more closely with support for long-term 
management which includes regular controlled 
burns at appropriate intervals.  As 
recommended in the SERPPAS Comprehensive 
Strategy, NRCS/FSA programs that support 
restoration of fire-dependent habitats should 
include an educational component for 
landowners concerning the importance of 
prescribed fire for healthy forests, diverse plant 
communities and wildlife in general.  

Opportunity:  Several experts mentioned the 
need to highlight how Conservation Reserve 
Program (CRP) mid-contract management 
payments can be applied toward prescribed 
fire.  In Mississippi and throughout the East 
Gulf Coastal Plain, landowners have 
approximately 400,000 acres of land enrolled in 
CRP.  Many farmers managing these CRP 
grasslands use mowing simply because they are 
unaware of the wildlife benefits of prescribed 
burning.  In many cases, it may be easier or 
cheaper for such farmers to burn than mow.  
They need to be educated that fire is a valid 
management option:  it is all eligible for 
burning, but very few landowners are aware of 
this.  In this case, simple acquisition of 
knowledge may result in a change in behavior.  
Outreach to NRCS program staff concerning 
this issue could be incorporated into a 

prescribed fire training/certification course as a 
means of spreading this message to CRP 
enrollees.  (Even though CRP is a Farm Services 
Agency program, NRCS staff write the 
management plans that guide the 
implementation of CRP contracts).  

5. Message:  Consulting foresters and 
traditional forestry 
assistance programs can 
expand and improve the 
assistance they provide 
landowners by focusing 
on the wildlife benefits of 
prescribed fire in forest 
management.  Expertise in prescribed fire can 
provide a competitive edge to consulting 
foresters, wildlife consultants, tree vendors and 
Technical Service Providers.  There is a high 
unmet demand for professionals trained and 
certified to conduct burns in the EGCP states; 
there are also federal cost-share programs that 
can help landowners defray the costs of 
planning or conducting prescribed burns.

Audience:  Forestry/wildlife consultants; 
Rx fire vendors; resource program 
managers

Discussion
Several experts, including at least two 
consulting foresters, spoke positively about the 
business benefits of prescribed fire:
• it helps consultants (and landowners) make 

money by saving on costs;
• it is in demand; 
• landowners are changing and many want 

wildlife values from their property;
• consultants run the risk of losing business if 

they do not “change with the times”;
• landowners and consultants need to 

understand that not burning is a choice, and 
there are negatives associated with that 
choice. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVndwNmhtRnRacDg/edit?usp=sharing
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Experts agree that wildlife is very important to 
small landowners, and that importance seems 
to be growing.  However, many landowners 
also want income from their property.  Even 
forestlands managed primarily for timber can 
derive a premium from hunting leases if their 
habitat is well-managed for wildlife.  For these 
reasons, there is a real need for more people in 
the “middle” to talk wildlife and forestry.

Consulting foresters traditionally derive their 
income from a percentage of timber harvest 
receipts.  From a business standpoint, 
consulting foresters need to look at how they 
charge for their services (i.e. embrace fee for 
service) because that will make it easier to 
change their practices along with the changing 
landowner base. 

Some experts cautioned that in some agencies, 
the “old guard” - particularly those who control 
fire resources - are against prescribed fire.  
They recommended reaching out to the 
younger generation of foresters and 
consultants who are more open minded about 
management practices.  They cited examples 
of skeptical foresters who became proponents 
of fire when they saw how it works on the 
landscape.  The bottom line is that research 
about the negative effects of fire on timber 
production is inconclusive, but no one debates 
the benefits of prescribed fire for wildlife and 
native plants.

Technical Service Providers and CAPs

In recent years, NRCS has been recruiting 
Technical Service Providers or TSPs.  TSPs are 
nongovernment vendors who must become 
certified to get into the NRCS system and help 
plan/implement on-the-ground programs.  
TSPs can write plans for private landowners 
once certified.  

NRCS requires conservation activity plans, or 
CAPs, as a first step toward applying for some 
forms of financial assistance needed to 
implement conservation practices.  Three CAPs 
are particularly important to wildlife:  CAP 112, 
new in FY2014, supports site-specific 
prescribed burns; CAP 142 supports wildlife 
habitat management; and CAP 106 supports 
forestry.  Prescribed fire is one of the practices 
that can be supported through CAP 142 and 
106.  The 142 plans were newly introduced in 
FY2013 in the Southeast.  In 2013, National 
Wild Turkey Federation biologists were the only 
TSPs in the nation certified to develop CAP 142 
plans!  

6. Message:  The East 
Gulf Coastal Plain states 
need more “habitat 
teams” and/or “fire strike 
teams,” particularly in KY 
and TN.

Audience:  State wildlife agencies, 
nonprofit organizations such as The 
Nature Conservancy, National Wild 
Turkey Federation, Pheasants Forever 
and others; habitat technicians and 
prescribed fire vendors

Discussion
Habitat teams have been used successfully in 
some EGCP states, both in the past and 
currently.  At one point in time, Quail Unlimited 
led habitat teams in the midwest that would 
provide services, including prescribed fire, on 
private lands for a fee that was covered by CRP 
mid-management contract payments.  A 
number of regional prescribed fire “strike 
teams” have developed and are slated to 
increase under the Longleaf Initiative.  The Gulf 
Coast Plains Ecosystem Partnership is the 
model for these “implementation 
partnerships.”  It is structured to meet the 
needs of the landscape regardless of the 11 
ownerships within it.  See Appendix 3 for a

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/national/programs/?cid=stelprdb1041991
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/national/programs/?cid=stelprdb1041991
http://efotg.sc.egov.usda.gov/references/public/CO/CO_fy14_cap_112.pdf
http://efotg.sc.egov.usda.gov/references/public/CO/CO_fy14_cap_112.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVTJTYm1LZXZKeTg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCVTJTYm1LZXZKeTg/edit?usp=sharing
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detailed discussion of this successful model.

7. Message:  Significant 
opportunities exist for state 
forestry and wildlife 
extension departments to 
play a role in developing 
prescribed fire education 
and outreach programs aimed at foresters, 
conservation practitioners and private 
landowners.

Audience:  State land grant university 
extension systems and personnel, state 
forestry and resource management 
assistance programs

Discussion
Extension systems vary from state to state, but 
they can make good partners for outreach.  A 
former head of Forestry Extension at Mississippi 
State University, recommended that the Joint 
Venture approach the Extension Programs in 
each state to share prescribed fire information 
with their Extension networks and membership.  

Opportunity:  There may be the potential to 
collaborate with Mississippi Extension to set up 
outreach programs specifically for prescribed 
fire.  In Mississippi, Forestry Extension is 
different from most other states.  They rely on 
direct contacts, face to face programs and visits 
because they have more people.  They are able  
to get boots on the ground more often than 
anyone else in the Southern US.  

Landowners are increasingly interested in the 
wildlife benefits of management activities.  
Therefore, traditional federal and state forestry 
assistance programs have the potential to 
increase the reach of their programs by 
providing landowners information about the 
benefits of fire to birds and other forms of 
wildlife.   

Another potential conduit through which to 
disseminate prescribed fire training and 
information is state forestry associations. Every 
state in the EGCP has a private nonprofit 
forestry association.  The Mississippi Forestry 
Association has county level associations, which 
not all states have.  They present several 
hundred programs per year primarily to 
landowners, and they also have a logger 
education program.  They charge small fees for 
their programs.

The Florida Forestry Association is a supporter 
of prescribed burning, and the Florida Forest 
Service works with them to assist in making 
changes to the laws, rules and policies 
regarding prescribed burning. 

8. Message:  Local fire 
departments can assist in 
making their communities 
safer from fire and gain 
valuable experience in 
managing fire by helping 
to conduct prescribed burns.

Audience:  Local fire departments, 
county and municipal governments, 
prescribed burn associations

Discussion
Several experts agree that local fire 
departments represent a large relatively 
untapped resource for assistance with 
prescribed fire.  One expert explained that it 
takes a local person approaching the local fire 
department.  There is tremendous variation 
among departments in their attitudes toward 
prescribed fire.  Prescribed Burn Associations 
are also logical partners for local fire 
departments in conducting burns.  Prescribed 
burning can represent a win/win/win: “free” fire  
training/practice for local fire departments; 
increased support for ecological management 
using prescribed fire; and increased cost-
effectiveness of both.
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EDUCATION GOAL: Promote an increased societal awareness of and demand for safe, science-
based application of prescribed fire in support of community safety and ecological health.  In 
particular, focus on training for landowners to achieve fire capacity and application at a large scale.

Audiences for this goal are private landowners and various segments of the general public.  
Landowners need to be informed about prescribed fire, trained, and given assistance to conduct 
prescribed burns.  Landowners own nearly 90% of forestland in the Southeast, and without a critical 
mass of educated and engaged landowners, there can be no large-scale application of prescribed 
fire.  Various segments of the public must be educated so that they will either actively support 
prescribed fire or refrain from complaining on the occasions when they experience smoke or other 
inconvenience.

1. Message:  “Good fires 
prevent bad ones.” 
“Prescribed fire lowers the 
risk of wildfire.” “Prescribed 
fire is not destruction but 
renewal.” “Prescribed fire 
for a forest in balance.”  “The effects of 
prescribed fire in a forest are kind of like 
mowing the grass.” “Fire is as natural as rain, 
wind, sunshine and blue skies.”

Audience:  General public

Discussion
All of the above messages are ones that have 
already been used in prescribed fire outreach 
campaigns aimed at the public.  All experts 
interviewed agree that education is necessary, 
particularly in places where the fire culture is 
lost, and particularly on the outskirts of urban 
areas where knowledge of prescribed fire is 
often low while the need is high.

Most experts agreed that it would be helpful if 
the EGCPJV conducted public outreach to 
educate people about prescribed fire, smoke, 
and why it should be tolerated.  The primary 

messages for the general public should be 
focused on safety and ecological health, 
although many of the general policy messages 
may also be appropriate.  

One expert from a state forestry agency 
expressed strong support for professionally-
produced television commercials to reach the 
public, as this is such a powerful medium of 
communication.  He suggested that all 
available PSA (public service announcement) 
funds - and more - be directed toward such an 
effort.  The reason for this is legislators and 
their urban, suburban, and non-forest 
landowner constituents are the key audiences 
with power to affect fire policy at many levels 
but for whom prescribed fire is unfamiliar or 
even threatening. 

In the Southeast fuels grow quickly and can 
grow to dangerous levels in 3 to 5 years.  Fire is  
the best management tool because it is 
inexpensive compared to mowing or herbicide 
or mechanical clearing, and it is best for healthy 
forests and wildlife.  Prescribed fires protect 
both homes and wildlife.
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Dr. Michael Stambaugh, Forestry Professor and 
prescribed fire expert at the University of 
Missouri, works with the Oak Woodlands and 
Forests Fire Consortium and is hopeful that 
prescribed fire can “break out” of obscurity and 
into the public consciousness.  He is asking the 
fire science program to put up a billboard for 
prescribed fire so millions of people can see it.

Additional communications messages about 
prescribed fire developed by the Fire Learning 
Network and the USFWS are available in 
Appendices 7 and 8.

2. Message:  People who 
care about wildlife are 
crucial allies in the struggle 
to reintroduce and apply 
prescribed fire where it is 
most needed.  Fire is 
essential to the health of most southern 
ecosystems, but it has been suppressed for the 
past 150 years or so, and coordinated anti-fire 
campaigns began in the 1920s.  Many species 
of birds, including the South’s iconic bobwhite 
quail, respond to the plant communities that 
follow fire.   
 Audience:  Birders, hunters and other 
wildlife enthusiasts

Discussion
Some experts maintain that there is great 
interest in land management from people who 
love birds, while others feel the birding 
community is not very engaged.  At a recent 
meeting of the National Fish & Wildlife 
Foundation, participants called for the 
mobilization of birders by making habitat 
management connections to species they care 
about.  

“Mobilization” also requires identification of 
clear action(s) for enthusiasts to take.  A series 
of actions could be identified to take at the 
national, state and local levels.  Birders, hunters 
and others could also be engaged through 

existing citizen science campaigns - making the 
link by encouraging and interpreting data from 
fire-dependent habitats.  Bird trails, popular 
birding sites on public lands, Wildlife 
Management Areas and publications targeted 
at wildlife enthusiasts are all appropriate means 
to reach these audiences.

The birding/hunting audience is likely to be 
attuned to messages about the plight of fire 
dependent species and overall ecological 
health.  Yet they may also be concerned about 
the effects of fire, particularly growing season 
fires, on birds and their nests.  Messages may 
need to be nuanced, because frequent fire - 
like any ecological process - will favor some 
bird species over others.  However, scientific 
data that demonstrate the long-term benefits 
to bird populations, despite short-term impacts 
of growing season burns, are likely to go a long 
way toward assuaging these concerns. 

Good examples of communications products 
about prescribed fire and targeted at the 
birding/wildlife audience are available in 
Appendix 9 and Appendix 10.

Opportunity:  The EGCPJV could identify a 
popular birding destination that has a Friend’s 
Group and is located on public lands where 
prescribed fire is ready to be introduced or 
expanded.  The JV could work with the staff to 
develop interpretive materials that show how 
the prescribed burning fits into a larger 
regional plan for bird conservation.  Such a 
program coupled with an onsite program such 
as tours of burned areas or mist netting would 
be especially effective.

Opportunity:  Work with GCPEP and the 
Longleaf Council to incorporate the 
management needs of key bird species into 
their planning and education materials.  The 
Bird Education Alliance for Conservation, or 
BEAC, is the Education, Outreach and 

http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.oakfirescience.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCR052R1hsZmEyNzA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCR052R1hsZmEyNzA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCY1ZvQ2VSUnFtZUU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCY1ZvQ2VSUnFtZUU/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.birdedalliance.org
http://www.birdedalliance.org
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Communications Working Group for Partners in 
Flight and could serve as a good source of 
information about birder education and 
outreach programs.  

3. Message:  Landowners 
must choose whether to use 
prescribed fire based on the 
benefits they desire from 
their land. Fire is a natural 
process essential to the health of most 
southern ecosystems, and wildlife species 
respond to the plants that sprout following a 
fire.  There are public programs that provide 
cost-share for prescribed fire, which is also very 
cost-effective compared to mowing, 
mechanical thinning, and herbicides.

Audience:  Private landowners

Discussion
The National Cohesive Wildland Fire Strategy: 
Southeastern Regional Assessment of 2011 
emphasizes the need for continuous education 
and outreach to landowners - as do many 
experts interviewed.  In particular, 
nontraditional or new landowners are a key 
audience because they often purchase property 
for the enjoyment of scenery and wildlife.  They 
are also usually unknowledgeable about 
prescribed fire.  Experts recommend 
educational materials and incentives to 
encourage landowners to actively manage land 
and include fire.  

One private lands biologist recommended 
focusing on overall ecological value and wildlife  
habitat, rather than a strict focus on birds or 
game species.  The possibilities inherent in 
local management on just a few acres must be 
emphasized.  Private landowners may be 
interested to know that wildlife conservation 
groups such as the National Wild Turkey 
Federation, Pheasants Forever, and The Nature 
Conservancy all use prescribed fire.  

Prescribed fire augments food plots for wildlife 
by providing early successional habitat good 
for reproduction as well as foraging.  Also, it 
can be less costly.  Landowners are currently 
spending hundreds of dollars annually on less 
than 2 to 3% of their land for food plots; yet a 
prescribed burn can cover a much larger area.  
There is still production oriented non-industrial 
private forestland, but even there hunting 
leases can provide a little extra income.  More 
management alternatives to promote wildlife 
also translate into business opportunities for 
wildlife consultants.  One expert suggested 
that the EGCPJV approach Mossy Oak or 
Techomonte to do an advertisement featuring 
the habitat value of native warm season grasses 
managed with prescribed fire.

Landowners now are changing; the person who 
wants to buy 100 acres is likely to be more 
interested in wildlife than production on their 
land.  Disseminating information to new 
landowners through realtors may have some 
potential.  To help sell a property, realtors will 
talk about available federal programs that help 
pay for land management.   

Many landowners lack the knowledge or 
experience to conduct their own prescribed 
burns and prefer to hire contractors to do so.  
NRCS and some states have programs that 
support prescribed fire, such as the Tennessee 
Farm Wildlife Habitat program.

4. Message:  Landowners 
can learn to conduct their 
own prescribed burns 
safely by getting training 
or certification.  By 
forming Prescribed Burn 
Associations, landowners can share knowledge, 
manpower and equipment - cutting down on 
costs.  Engaged well-trained landowners are 
essential to achieve prescribed burning at a 

http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
http://www.tn.gov/twra/habitatconserv.html
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large scale because currently cost-share funds 
are insufficient for this purpose.

Audience:  Private landowners

Discussion
With the exception of KY, every state within the 
EGCP provides a prescribed burning 
certification course for landowners and other 
practitioners.  In addition, the SERPPAS 
Prescribed Fire Work Group is in the process of 
developing online training modules (see pp. 
41-42, Outreach Message #2).

Landowners who can and will conduct burning 
themselves are the critical component to 
restore fire at a landscape scale.  This is 
because there are not enough public funds to 
cost-share burning at a large scale.  Many 
experts mentioned that once landowners learn 
about prescribed fire and gain experience in its 
application, they become willing and adept in 
applying fire on their properties without any 
additional support.  

Roughly half of the prescribed burn advocates 
interviewed in developing this strategy 
mentioned the development of Prescribed Burn 
Associations (PBAs) to increase burn capacity 
among private landowners.  PBAs are 
fundamentally grassroots organizations 
developed and led by local people, but with 
the crucial assistance of a knowledgeable 
“point person” to get them off the ground.  
PBAs pool labor and equipment; they can 
apply for grants; they may or may not obtain 
501-c-3 status; and they can obtain liability 
insurance for their members.  Appendix 11 
provides guidelines for establishing PBAs. 

As PBA members gain knowledge and 
experience and are able to conduct successful 
burns, they in turn can become powerful 
advocates for fire within their local 
communities.  PBAs have been successful in 
influencing local decision makers to exempt 

prescribed fire from burn bans, based on the 
good track record they have established for 
successful burns.  PBA members could possibly 
serve to influence larger coordination issues, 
such as the benefits of priority zones for fire or 
the need for state reciprocity for burn manager 
training. 

Nature Conservancy (TNC) properties have 
provided nuclei for the 
formation of PBAs.  
Because TNC is already 
burning, they want to help 
their neighbors.  WMAs 
with prescribed fire could 
also serve as nuclei for 
PBAs.  

5. Message:  Prescribed burning is an integral 
part of the cultural heritage of the Southern 
coastal plains going back to pre-colonial times.  
Prescribed burning is also a private property 
right.  Prescribed fire is “good fire” that limits 
the risk of catastrophic wildfire, so its smoke is a 
signal that safety measures are taking place.  
Smoke from prescribed fire can be managed to 
reduce or eliminate its impact, and it will 
usually be far less than the smoke experienced 
from a wildfire.

Audience:  New rural or vacation 
landowners and the general public

Discussion
Resistance and complaints about prescribed 
fire are problems that occur in Florida and 
coastal communities along the Gulf when 
transients or transplants from the Northeast buy 
or rent vacation homes.  The vacation season 
(late winter/early spring) tends to overlap with 
burn season.  Visitors do not understand the 
smoke from prescribed fires nor do they like it.  
They may particularly resent its presence during 
the few precious days or weeks that they are 
vacationing.  This is an educational process that 
must be ongoing.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCRFpwNGQ1NU9yVnM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCRFpwNGQ1NU9yVnM/edit?usp=sharing
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6. Message:  Firewise 
presentations, which can be 
quite well attended, need to 
incorporate information 
about the role of prescribed 
fire in reducing wildfire risk.

Audience:  State 
forestry agencies

Discussion
One forester observed that firewise 
presentations he had attended did not mention 
or explain prescribed fire, yet firewise outreach 
is a prime opportunity for such education to 
take place.  The Firewise program “encourages 
local solutions for safety by involving 
homeowners in taking individual responsibility 
for preparing their homes 
from the risk of wildfire.”  
Firewise is promoted by 
state forestry agencies.
  
7. Message:  Fire is 
essential to the health of 

most southern ecosystems, but it has been 
suppressed for the past 150 years or more.  
Many species of wildlife depend on the plant 
communities that follow fire.  Prescribed fire is 
also a good tool for reducing the risk of 
catastrophic wildfires.  

Audience:  Students and their parents

Discussion
This message is slightly more sophisticated 
than the one for the general public.  Prescribed 
fire messages can fit into public school 
ecology/biology curricula.  The Fire in Florida’s 
Ecosystems curriculum is an excellent example 
of a curriculum tailored to the needs of a state.  
It is an interdisciplinary curriculum that includes 
hands-on materials for students and training 
workshops for teachers.

Project Learning Tree is a hugely popular off-
the-shelf conservation biology curriculum that 
currently has components that address fire 
ecology and prescribed fire.   

http://www.firewise.org/about.aspx
http://www.firewise.org/about.aspx
http://fireinflorida.org/about-fife/
http://fireinflorida.org/about-fife/
http://fireinflorida.org/about-fife/
http://fireinflorida.org/about-fife/
https://www.plt.org/newsletter-the-nature-of-fire
https://www.plt.org/newsletter-the-nature-of-fire
https://www.plt.org/newsletter-the-nature-of-fire
https://www.plt.org/newsletter-the-nature-of-fire
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Communications Tools & Products
Each of the EGCPJV prescribed fire communications goals and 
messages lends itself to delivery using a variety of tools and 
products.  The form of delivery is best left up to the EGCPJV 
management board and staff, appropriate to activities as they are 
undertaken.   

A general recommendation with respect to education of 
audiences with specific interests in wildlife and birds is to develop 
attractive well-illustrated and concise products that tell the story 
of prescribed fire and its value to wildlife.  These products can 
then be shared online or directly by providing hard copies, DVDs, or via power point presentations.  
A general recommendation concerning prescribed fire messages targeted to a general and/or 
policy audience is to prepare for high profile media opportunities in advance.  Basic messaging, 
stories and media contacts can be developed for key messages and disseminated quickly in 
response to crises that tend to garner a large share of public attention - whether it be wildfire, 
storms, insect infestations or climate change projections.  The basic message about prescribed fire 
for a healthy forest can piggyback on high profile stories to gain traction and possibly 
counterbalance misinformation.

 Priority prescribed fire communications products
The EGCPJV will undertake the development and dissemination of key education and outreach 
products to serve its 3-fold niche of focusing on (1) the interplay of fire, birds and forestry in a 
broad variety of habitat types; (2) fire’s benefits to birds (and other wildlife); and (3) a focus on fire 
landscapes for birds. 

1. Produce a pocket guide to the birds of fire maintained and 
dependent habitats of the South, similar to the Pocket Guide to 
Sagebrush Birds and the Fire/Breeding Birds booklet (see 
Appendix 9).  This will serve as a bird identification guide for 
key species that use longleaf/open pine, prairies, oak habitats 
and other fire-adapted habitats.  In addition to bird 
information, the guide will highlight the importance of fire in 
maintaining these habitats.  The guide, or a version of the 
guide, could also list resources that are available to assist 
landowners with implementing prescribed fire.  

2. Use and disseminate the National Bobwhite Conservation 
Initiative’s DVD on quail as a means of educating landowners and hunters about the importance 
of prescribed fire in providing habitat for quail.

3. Develop a Joint Venture “canned” powerpoint focused on prescribed fire and its benefits to 
birds.  This presentation, and variations of it, will be presented to or shared with birding groups, 
state wildlife agencies and bird/wildlife coordinators throughout the EGCP states. 

4. Produce a synthesis of science related to the interplay of growing season burns and birds.  This 
information is difficult to find for environmental assessments and other documents.  One expert 
said that research appears to indicate positive effects of fire at the landscape level with some 

http://www.firescience.gov/projects/05-S-08/project/05-S-08_040SagebrushBirds.pdf
http://www.firescience.gov/projects/05-S-08/project/05-S-08_040SagebrushBirds.pdf
http://www.firescience.gov/projects/05-S-08/project/05-S-08_040SagebrushBirds.pdf
http://www.firescience.gov/projects/05-S-08/project/05-S-08_040SagebrushBirds.pdf
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCR052R1hsZmEyNzA/edit
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7OEhGi--LTCR052R1hsZmEyNzA/edit
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negative effects at the stand level.  The tradeoff of limited bird mortality/nest failure from burns 
weighed against the long-term value of improved habitat conditions and increased habitat 
availability to bird populations requires clarification.  There may be the potential to then include 
this information in a “wildlife” module of landowner prescribed fire training webinars under 
development by SERPPAS (See pp 41-42, Outreach message #2).

5. With EGCPJV partners, initiate a cross-walk analysis of SWAPs and Forest Action Plans in the six 
EGCP states, with the goal of identifying overlapping priority areas and actions related to 
prescribed fire and fire dependent habitats.

General communications tools and products

The following is a more general and partial list of tools or products that could be useful to the 
EGCPJV in its prescribed fire communications.  All of these products may be shared online in some 
form.  The detailed information provided in the discussion of each message in Section III, as well as 
in the Appendices, provides abundant raw material for many of these products.

• News releases/journalist pitches:  disseminate information and story opportunities to the press.
• Articles (online/print media):  tell stories - a great way to engage practitioners, students and the 

lay public.
• Newsletters/campaigns (online/email):  provide news, updates, links to many other forms of 

communications products.
• Blog:  a first person account of information on a topic, designed to build a following of people 

with common interests.
• Fact sheets:  provide a quick overview of most pertinent facts on a specific issue.
• Powerpoints/prezis/infographics:  provide an illustrated overview or introduction on a single topic 

to a live or online audience.
• Case studies:  examine a specific project or program in-depth, usually as a means of showcasing 

success and/or highlighting lessons learned.  Farm Bill biologist positions would be a good case 
study topic.

• Webinars:  a meeting or seminar online that incorporates information presented by one or more 
experts to an audience; most webinars allow for varying degrees of interaction with the audience.

• Wikis:  a wiki is an online compendium of information on a topic maintained by a group of 
people.

• Fish and game shows:  sponsored shows, typically well attended, that display information, 
equipment, technology and programs for hunters, fishers, landowners and other outdoor 
enthusiasts.  For example, the wildlife show held annually in Nashville, TN attracts approximately 
55,000 people.
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•Field days: organized trips to sites in the field that allow direct 
observation, participation and personal interactions.  A variant of 
this, peculiar to prescribed fire, is when a hazard mitigation or 
other prescribed burn is conducted close to a heavily populated 
area - this can become an opportunity to educate the people who 
come into contact with the burn.
•Scientific conferences and workshops: meetings that bring 
together researchers or practitioners to share information on a 
specific topic.
•Videos: good for engaging an audience, providing insights on a 
complex issue (such as the behavior of fire), that are impossible to 

convey with images and words alone; music incorporated into the video can provoke an 
emotional response.

• Websites: a means of cataloguing, organizing, linking to and explaining information about 
specific organizations and topics.  A website can contain or link to all of the other 
communications products listed here, provided they are posted online.

• Mass media: public service announcements on television, radio, and/or billboards.  PSAs are free 
and can reach a lot of people; radio is relatively inexpensive; billboards can cost more than 
$1000 per month, but permanent portable billboards with interchangeable messages and images 
can be put together for a fraction of that cost (see p. 13 for a portable billboard photo).

http://www.psaresearch.com/bib4208.html
http://www.psaresearch.com/bib4208.html
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